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skill,

of visuo-motor
under

t )·e

in motor funcfun cti ons .

The

age eigh t i nasmu ch as

9
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Figure

1.

Design cards

of the Minnesota

Per c epto - Diagnos tic

Test.
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developmental

factors

at younger

ages i ncreasingly

chodiagnostic

aspects

of the reproduction

c ontaminate

(Fuller

the psy-

1963; Koppitz,

and Laird,

1964) .
Several
requirements
tiple

instruments

which assess

by allowing

the subject

choices

the image perceived

ample of this
adaptation

technique

i ng a multiple
showing

choice

the reduction

stimulus

significantly

associated

utility

of multiple

ception.

The Bannatyne

of fifteen
After

stimulus

the exposure

turned,

uncovering

choices

skills

variants

most like

of the stimulus

a 90° rotation,

a blank

design

a complica tio n , and a symmetrical

and other

tests

mation relative
of rotation.

is being

in a type of converging

Tentati ve hypotheses

and third

were

grades.

the psychodiagnostic
in visual

per-

of each.
booklet

from which the subject

is
se-

Along with an exact

include

a fragmentation,

to the qualitative

circumstances

presentation

the standard.

version,

as it

rotations.

page of the test

designs

image,

Test,

on the Lamb Chop

of errors

a 4 second

a mirror

The Bannatyne

to

Memory Test makes use of a series

allowing

of eight

in first

assessment

Visual-Spatial

a series

these

researching

non-motor

of each stimulus

t responses

under

requir-

In addition

to the more severe

with reading

designs,

lects · the one considered
duplicate,

incorrec

9

match from a card

orientations.

of rotations

choice,

An ex-

and Hagin (1964) in their

of the correct

(1969) has been actively

Bannatyne

out from among mul-

r ough ly rese mbl in g a lamb chop

in the motor factor,

in the discrimination

point

the mot or

to t he standard.

by Wechsler

in s ix poss ible

Test were limite d by the fixed
Errors

as identical

discrimination

the same figure

have reduced

to simply

is provided

of a standard

rotations

a simplified

versi on 9

an out of propo~tion

version.

compared with t he Graham-Kendall
operation

differen

, is providing

cec in the types

which relate

inf or-

or degrees

to the present

study

on

11

rotation

propose

(1) t ha t mirror

Graham-Kendall

Test should

tated

are negatively

drawings

1969),

(2) that

activity
imaging
tal

no t be classed

status

test

than is mirroring

(Bannatyne,

ot her r o9

in a non - mot or t es t is a righ t hemi sphere
1969a , 1969b) , and (3) t ha t mirror

and Wichiarajote,

in a visuo-spatial

as a r o t at i on because

correla t ed wi t h mirr or draw i ng (Banna t yne

mirror-imaging

(Bannatyne

image drawing as r egis t ered by t he

may be a better

which occurs

indicator

in a copying

of developmenor drawing

t es t

1969).
The PRA Task

The present

apparatus
Test,

with the Bannatyne
of rotation

was designed

to l i mit

the motor componen t as

though util izi ng a summation of small

Memory requ ir ement s wer e vir t u-

as does the Minneso t a Tes t .
by allowing

ally

eliminated

ulus

as with the Bender and Minneso t a measuremen t s.

an un t imed presen t a ti on of the s t andard

memory for configurational
pared

stimuli

matched

between

0° and 180°.

degrees

of rotation

errors

curred

allowed

Although

1968 ; Banna t yne

designation

9

of elements

of ro t ationa l er ro r

1969)

9

t ypes

al l of t he or i en t a t ion

were t en t atively

refe r red to

of "rotat i on."

some examples

were transposed

range

from some of t he grosser

in the PRA exer cise

2 illustrates

Such a reversing

a possible

di ffer

in the use of the PRA disks.

the figure

of t he

t her e is growing eviden c e t ha t smaller

qualitatively

which occurred

Figure

and only th e rela t ive or i en t ations

task

(Arbital,

under the general

sin c e t he com-

was emphas iz ed .

The PRA matching

of rotation

s ti m-

At the same t ime

deta i ls was en t ire l y el i minated

were identical

figures

degrees

a cross

of rota t ional

A reversal

error

occurred

an assumed c entral

axis

which oc -

as elements

of

of the figure.

migh t oc cur when t he fi gure was in a

12
horizontal,

vertical

or oblique

orientation.

Response
Position

Standard
Position

Rotation:
20° clockwise

Reversal:
180° lateral
tr ansposition
of figural
elements

Mirror image:
elements
reflected
laterally
across
vertical
axis

Mirror image:
elements
reflected
vertically
across
horizontal
axis

Fi gur e 2.

Examples of rotation

A mirror

image occurred

were reflected

across

tating

Since

could

disks.

with PRA disks.

when the dire cti onal

either

t he vertical

composition

not be symmetrically

of a design

which occurred

of the

tr ansposed,

could be reflected

laterally

lines

of t he figure

or horizontal
figure

axis

was fixed,

of the ro-

the elements

but only t he directional
or vertically

into

aspe ct
an adjacen t

quadrant.
The rotation
as either

errors

transpositional

occurring

with the PRA were arbitrarily

or non-transpositional.

An error

of

classed

13
transposition
quadrant

involved

both

the reversal

and mirroring

into

adjacent

of the non-transposition
to be regarded

as threshold

typeo

of an image into

quadrants o

This category

errors

All other

included

of discriminationo

an opposite
errors

errors

were

so fine

as

14

CORRELATES OF PERCEPTUAL ROTATION

Developmental
data
lar

on changes

research

occuring

in visual

perception

with increasing

age,

phenomenon may occur.

tive

study

relating

Kidd, 1966).

event

to why development

In consequence,

the anticipated
applies

the theoretical

progress

in basic

with observations
with recognized

of perceptual

correlates,

when a particu-

as it

and hypothetical
does (Rivoire

may be multiplied,

theory.

yields

developmental-descrip-

problems

occurs

researches

readily

disclosing

However, the typical

does not indicate

mechanisms

quite

This critici
rotation,

and

but wi t hout

sm particularly

a regularly

but withou t an adequate

occuring

t heoreti ca l

base.
Years of research
the underlying

have not provided

reasons

for perceptual

and even more challenging,
diagnostic

categories

tive

sensorimotor

that

this

Fuller

designs

tinuum ranging
bility

perception

is unstable

and unstable.
restated,

produced

designs

or disturbed

In effect,

are rotated

proposed

without

in certain

lines.
to

th ere i s a conand insta-

(1965) t hat if

by Fuller

t y may also

be dis tur bed

with pathology

an understandable
types

primi-

Laws relating
that

of rotation

by

motion , and

of radiating

to ambiguity

, the personali

the association

and we are left

vortex

concluding

and stability

that

of constant

some of the Gestalt

It was later

rotation

(1938) postulated

to be as a whirling

from cohesiveness

or disclosed

and Beech, 1965),

back of differential

Bender

used on the MPD test,

in perception.

theory

(Shapiro

depend upon principles

(1963) reviewed

and Laird

the basic

being

patterns

movement tends

rotation

the causes

is unknown.

a composite

of pathology.

reason

is

why re-
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An approach
and synthesis
tual

to this

troublesome

of the numerous variables

rotation.

Certain

of these

nipulation.

Others

experimental

manipulation.

The present
following

theoretical

study

correlates

of a theoretical

for this

in a review
with percep-

to control

or ma-

not accessible

to

to add to knowledge of some of the

of perceptual

basis

are subject

and individualized,

is intended

lies

which are associated

variables

are intrinsic

question

rotation

and aid in the formula ti on

phenomenono

Age and Rotation
As previsouly
tasks

is abetted

noted,

the matching

by similarity

of shapes

of orientationo

in a recognition

(Hunton,

1955), much as does the tendency

to verticalize

(Fabian,

1945).

that

would rotate

tation,

Fabian's

study

copied

lines

largely

This dependence

entation

olds

task

in paired -c omparison

disclosed
or figures,

as compared to 2 percent

upon normal positioning
tally

correlated

involving
orientational

in recognition

figureso

factor

Similarly,

51 percent

usually
year

tasks

copied

of six year

to a vertical

orien-

olds.

Thus, dependence

appears

t o be developmen-

for vertical

orientation

to duplicate

as in Wursten's

decline

in t asks

interact

(1947) experiments,

spatial

in t his

appears

rod relative

positioning
to require

or judgment which emerges more slowly.

of error

with precise

the exact

in judging
registration

rotation

extended

of orientational

(1959) noted improvement between 8 and 20 in the ability
vertical

lines

development.

of discrimination

measured

by abou t age eight

Both matura ti on and training

However, the ability
a standard,

of eight

with the preference

copied

disappears

upon ori -

to factors

of gravity

and field

into

of
a

The

adulthood.

judgmentsi
to orient
dependence.

Witkin
a

16
In their
stated

that

initial
rotations

hence rotations
logical

presentation
were a natural

beyond eight

processes.

more extensive

sampling

1967),

between

successive

perceptual

it

may be useful
underly

clearer

measurement

as a function

definition.

of rotation.
from extrinsic
The comparison

instruments

of a design
abilities

to Piaget

ordinate
grees

measured

of adaptation.

and that

of intelligence.

must

variables

the ease

proceed

derived

mental

from

processes.

to j udge t he ro t a -

the requisite

sk i lls

of intelligen

and perception
Piaget

behaviors

nature

through

c e?

of such a progression

to

Acc ording

percep t ion as sub -

involving

higher

Kretch

and Calvin

of perception

hierarchical

related

need t o be sharply

regarded

or classification.

the subordinate

responses

to allow

ag e curves

when t he ability

to the intellectual

note

of training

the crucial

the construct

as types

th at perceptual

processes

subsumed under

organization,

of decline

These underlying

How are

of j udgment,

in rate

whi ch

is calibrated?

and inferior

presen t s a

of Intelligence

intelligence

(19 53 ) si milarly

ization,

being

error

fa c tors

of separate

(Flavell,1963)

distinguished

differences

of intrinsic

may aid in describing

What is actually

those

were significant

Any variations

the operation

The Factor

tion

Sharp y and

(Fuller,

of ro t ational

of age.

in disclosing

be separated

differing

there

of age norms for a

from 5 to 14, at which time the measured

the precise

the occurrence

eventually

that

of patho-

matured.

Apparently,
curve

population

(1963)

by eight,

as indications

establishment

of the general

age groups

factor

declining

in a later

was concluded

and Laird

phenomenon disappearing

were to be taken

However,

Hawkins,

of the MPD, Fuller

in proposing

levels

is related

de-

of organto measures

17
Support

for

forded

by Goins

verbal

tests

the relatedness

(1958), who reported

of visual

(1967) noted that
lated

for

three

gence,

perception

intelligence
and four

but warns that

The correspondence
indicated
Perception.
changes

In developing

of general
for

the Minnesota

by the Wechsler

rotation

scores

diagnostic
relations

for

differ

ed in average

comparison

with particular

subtests

Completion

beyond the

Fuller,

and intelligence

is further

Developmenta l Test of Visual
and developmental
of the test

Test

of .40 between
Scale

between

(MPD) , Fuller

intelli

for Children

gence as
(WI SC) and t he

In seeming

intelli

contra -

gence level

categories.

intelligence,
had the entire

and the

However , the
su ggesting
range

tha t cor-

of subj ects

Fuller

(1966) reported

of the WISC.

of significance.

of the MPD on 4000 normative
Sharp,

no correlation

Information,

were found to be correlated

.01 level

with a group of 87

of WISC and MPD scores

children,

standardization

skills.

intelligence

the diagnostic

disturbed

and Picture

in perceptual

as a unit.

From a later
emotionally

(1965) found a
and intelli-

group of children.

would have been recognized

been treated

was corre-

triangles

Percepto-Diagnostic

no correlation

of rotation
groups

performance

most of the variance

Intelligence

of a normative

they reported

high degrees

years,

perception

non -

Plenk and Jones

of rotated

of the Frostig

account

measured

errors

visual

between

Rosenblith

predominate

(1963) noted a correlation

and Laird

correlations

is af -

1963).

(Corah and Powell,

except

old children.

factors

analysis

A combination

positive

and intelligence.

recognition

other

in perception

diction

year

between

by factor

and perception

and Bender-Gestalt

of .35 between

correlation

of intelligence

Arithmetic,

inversely

with MPD

In the more extensive
children

between

and Hawkins (1967) found the effects

5 and 20

of intelligence
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sufficient
scores

to re quire

the application

of a corrective

used in psychodiagnostics.

the higher

the intelligence,

the more stable

Quite

that

over 3.5 the Memory For Designs

with

gence.

Bannatyne

In a replicative

(1969) similarly
for

the Stanford-Binet.

accuracy

in selecting

the correct

the MFD and BVSMTare
and the other

ated

that

rotational

with neurological

(Griffith

and Taylor,

of individuals

or were mentally
The presence
consistently
serious
disturbed
normal

of gross

indicate

disturbance
children
children

(Hanvik,

pathology

brain

Memand

intelli-

scoring

rotations

tasks

error

of pathology

is associestablished

and rotation

1953; Byrd, 1956; Koppitz,
(Hutt

and Briskin,

in the
pathology,

1960).
of a child

damage but may be taken
(Clawson,

1962), although

1958;
Thero -

most frequently

in the record

make more minor rotations

1960).

had intracranial

and Briskin,

in ego functioning

(Clawson,

the MFD and

with

has been well

has been observed

(Hutt

graders

intelligence

in visual-motor

who were psychotic,

defective

-.39

and Rotation

This association

1965) as well as with adults
designs

group

Visuo-Spatial

the one test

Categories

and emotional

with children

or

of match.

Fuller,

records

between

Correlations

equivalent,

occurs

of reproduced

50 third

involving

design.

tendencies

1960).

in rotation

(MFD) correlated

of .30 between

clearly

tation

Test

study

accuracy

Diagnostic
The fact

that

the standardization

the same group the Bannatyne

(BVSMT) showed a correlation

of rotation

the fact

errors

found a -.29 correlation

ory Test

gence for

over

for

of children
intelli

is

to MPD

system.

(1960) report

Graham and Kendall

significant

the more control

the perceptual

factor

does not

as indicative

1962).

of a

Emotionally

of 15° to 25° than do
rotation

in children

must
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also

be recognized

as an aspect

of immaturity

1945; Koppitz ,

(Fabian,

1958).
On the basis
diagnose

of summed rotational

the bases

cut-off

scores

disturbance,
reviews

for

the diagnosis

that

(1963) demonstrated

ized

that

1963).

assessment

of the psychotics

personali

However,

of minimal

ty

critical
in

may no t

or moder a t e

such usage Uyeno

77 percent

in a sample

providing

measurements

In exploring

the MPD discriminated

to

of the MPD lies

1965), and that

1965).

(Leavitt,

also

application

to allow

purports

of normality,

and Laird,

damage (Coan,

of organicity

and 88 percent

diagnosis

(Fuller

discriminative

the MPD test

in children,

the most a ppropriate

of brain

be sufficiently

disabilities

the differential

and organicity

suggest

degrees

of reading

errors

of the or ganics
of 104 hosp i tal -

consisting

patients.
Both t he degree

believed

to have diagnost i c implicati

pothesize

that

with depression
qualities.
severe

and the direction

mild rotation
whereas

Serious

the Bender Gestalt

counterclockwise

Test suggest

clockwise,

whereas

denote

heightened

affect

age to occipital,
whereas

that

specific

to localize

specific

functions

c

may be refle c ted in

the records

of children

with flattened

areas

involving

of the brain

(1963) note that
areas

or associational

However, studies

antagonisti

affect

in a counterclockwise

or temporal

rotations.

may be associated

suggest

figures

children

and Laird

parietal,

(1960) hy-

on
wi ll

dire c tion

1962).

(Clawson,

Fuller

damage to frontal

shifts

minor rotations

There is some evidence
to rotation.

direction

Similarly,
that

of co pi e d fi gur es i s

Hutt and Briskin

with authority

rotation.

rotate

lated

ons.

in a clockwise

conflict

counterclockwise

of rotation

areas

dam-

of ro t ations

does not seem to promote

the MFD indicate

in specific

identifiable

is productive

areas

may be re-

that

of the brain

any attempt
is a

,

20
precise

experimental

of rotation

task

beyond the application

(Graham and Kendall,

tion
noted

designs

or figures

than are others.
that

certain

more discriminative
of the rotation

lines

of symmetry,

stated

order

tion
sized

will

wareness,

reducing

The MPD later

by certain

or experience
Apparently

trinsic
able

factors
disks

begin

varied,

their

own uniqueness.

able,

and individual

cal meanings.

that

rotations

stimulus

will

individuals
General
deviance

which are

and cue utiliza

For example,

cues to stablize

be relative

-

the y hypothe -

narrow the field

and that

that

of a -

rotational
certain

reactions

de -

to the cues

to variables

of constitu-

1963).

is an interaction

of design,

of rotations.
a manipulable

Whatever

objects

to rotation,

group.

and Laird,

in the production

of design.

.

rotations,

with the PRA provides

the effects
tion

there

diagonal

i n evoking

to use field

will

and thus

made a careful
that

emerged out of the theory

designs
(Fuller

(1953)

(1960)

were in the

disturbance

the ability

are more apt to elicit

provided
tion

emotional

rota -

and diamond grounds

differently

for each diagnostic

of rotation

demonstrating

proposed

contribute

increased

tendencies.
signs

will

differ

that

influential

and Chagnon (1962)

not equivalent

Shapiro

designs,

diamond figures,

to perceptual

the MFDGraham and Kendall

damage.

of block

relatively

Fuller

are more conducive

were more susceptible

of brain

study

and Design

In developing

designs

of measures

1960).

Rotation
Certain

or purposes

the aspect

of sufficient

cues,

and in-

The use of interchangevariable

for exploring

of the stimulus

may be expected
tendencies

field

to respond

are statistically
degree

configura

-

in terms of
interpret

may convey clini-

-
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Spatial
There is a close

relationship

mensional

spatial

orientation

objects.

Piaget,

Inhelder,

perception
velop

and facility

spatial

relations,

tical
points

to judge the rotation

(1960) affirm

that

of spatial

orienta

From sensorimotor

the child

of three

associations

moves toward an egocentric
making use of natural

and thence

learning

to apply

of

spatial
ti on de of a ction

awareness

horizontal

Euclidean

di-

of

and ver -

coordinates

to

of view beyond himself.

A child
than

first

operates

the horizontal

of various

(Gibson

vertical

The gradual

tation.

moves through

square,

rectangle,

the diamond (Ilg
with linear

orientation

to the pr e f erred

reproduced

in copying

of difficulty
direction

lines

to linear

Oblique

to produce

or horizontally

with angular
emerges,

lines,

reflecting
to master,

more rotation
oriented

ro the

the cross,

the most difficult

the most difficult

tend

forms pro vides

strokes

in duplicating

and finally

and Ames, 1964).

geometric

in dealing

of skills

the triangle,

than do vertical

ar e mos t ea s il y

to rotate

a progression

and grounds

discriminations

1964), and pri-

of skill

are

bas i s fo r j udg-

1963; Wohlwill and Weiner,

to give

perspective,

figures

vertical

of the gradient

As the ability

the phenomena l sen se

1945).

(Fabian,
development

some indication

child

continue

orientation

produces

direction

The integration

and Mowrer, 1938), the egocentric

and Teuber,

children

in the vertical

and Getman, 1967),
clues

Consequently,

(Rudel

mary grade

Ilg,

and gravitational

ment of rotation.
mastered

with more facility

(Gesell,

visual

of uprightness

shaped

the development

the components

eventually

references,

between

and Szeminska

stages.

position

and Rotation

and the ability

with

in age-related

and spatial

Coordinates

form ,
experienc

and diamond
in tests

patterns

of

e

22

(Goldstein

Developmental
direction

1941).

and Sheerer,

process

the child

moves through

cality,

then horizontality,

oblique

orientations.

should

The degree

pearing

in vertical
around

certain

oblique

errors

reversals

in orienting

tio n (Kelley,
defi ned,
ciated

of r eversal

1935) .

the occurrence

about

jective

comes the basis

in cerebral

in space,

lateral

stimulus

and response,

is most clearly

one-half.

Similarly,

Ilg

to be

types

of rota -

been ass oof mir-

basis.

to mediate

judgments.

an internal

There are no ob-

gradient

purportedly

of space

nervous

system,

be -

(Roach and
as posed

seen in the making of

(Hebb, 1949).

by Delacato

about

appears

and the occasions

the coordinates

between

of all

phenomena have not be en

appears

of the central

of the mind begins

there

may have a similar

The mediation

choices

ap-

Though reversals

has generally

dominance,

1966).

It has been noted

judg ments

errors

with other

reversals

and the right-left

for conceptualizing

directional

1965).

of these

Kephart,

right-left

rotational

of rotation,

dominance

which facilitates

directions

perce n tu Rl r otation

Dominance

and mirrorization

of horizontal

of cerebral

of sidedness

various

the most acc urate

(Rosenblith,

errors

the verti cal axis

The emergence
sense

of Cerebral

Though the bases

with limitations

rorization

to discriminate

verti-

positions.

images

from other

so me int eraction

recognizing

in judging

sequence,

of line

of form tend to be the most persistent

visual

are differentiated

of first

and the greatest

The Factor
Horizontal

in the judgment

is able

of error

with this

position,

that

a sequence

and finally

tend to harmonize

occurring

thus indicates

age three

(1963) that

the lateral

and is completed

and Ames (1964) observed

progression

at about
that

six and

t he conce pt of

23
right

and left

begins

ating

in a more accurate

mates correspond
respond

reversals

and four cannot

tures

more slowly

or reverse

age seven.
that

three

(Wohlwill

distinguish

eventu-

These estiyear

olds

mirrored

do not

1961+),

and Weiner,

rapidly

Although
11 is

images.

discrimination

the ch i ld of five

obliqu e line s ,

improves

over th e

a moderately

as a non-egocentric
In considering

sense
lateral

it

becomes necessary

preference,
stabilization
vertical

axis,

appear

casual

of cerebral

space.

to occur

associations

man and Deutsch,
of laterality

1964).

Inability

has led

10 or
disso -

Not unt il

(Terman and Merrill,
or right-left

di scrimi -

and directional

the following

development

orientation,

of visual

their

to differentiate

a spe cts

of lateral

int era ctions

confusion

these

the

orientation

dominance have not be clarified

to considerable

of

(c) the

images about

directional

of these

sequence,

areas

of manual and ocular

right-left

to envision

Though maturation

with cerebral

1961) .

dominance

and mirrorizations

in the designated

as an abstraction

between

of personal

and (d) the ability

in extra-personal

not until

and ten.

concept.

(a) the sensorimotor

of reversals

and left,

Scale

to distinguish

(b) an awareness

ages five

application

directional

a grad -

between

(Elkind,

Intelligence

the question

concern:

referents

ma-

to mirror

(1968) demonstrated

errors

accurate

orientation

from the tendency

comprehended

concrete

age 14 does the Stanford-Binet

nation

directional

knows his own right

of right-left

from any s pecific

1960) anticipate

right-left

Boone and Prescott

in right-left

the conception

ciated

that

and may be differentiated

visual

ual decline

tions

and four,

few years.
There is some evidence

ity

after

1963), though the ability

(Rudel and Teuber,
next

sense

of three

observations

of recognizing

of three

the child

positional

to experimental

to a task

and children

to intrigue

-

and
(Cole -

rel a ted ap plica -

in research

findings.
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School
Much research
of those

dren having

or three
true

rate

of maturation

1962).
to assess

children

the presence

1967), allowing

de Hirsch,

failures

and classroom

Disability
economic group,

in using

may be significantly

parts

tional

confusion,

and reverse

vidual's

ability

wher ea s its
j ec t s.

two

To distin

of research

-

(Eisenberg,

disgnostic

(Denhoff

clinics

and Novack,

corrective

of language

exercises
a succession

vision

of

impaired

by dyslexia

in shifting

to recognize

gence.

as many as 13

or word blindness

laterality

from experience

on a flat

surface,

alphabet

a critical

as their

and direcwith three

di -

and word forms.

symbols

in the perception

Some symbols change in identity

to

and the tendency

significance

and use academic

is minimal

that

intelli

symptoms are the inability

a whole pattern,

acquires

in every soc i o-

and adequate

have disclosed

numbers and certain

function

occurs

children

to representation

significance

chil-

have a slower

1966), forestalling

diagnostic

difficulty

to rotate

Directional

school

of a word into

objects

program.

who may simply
focus

of normal

Associated

mensional

school

handicaps

the symbols

in children

percent

integrate

those

problems.

of elementary

1965).

are

in mak-

they have experienced

of immediate

and Langford,

the child

concern

the use of preschool

of perceptual

Studies

(Faigel,

a prominent

the application

(Jansky,

after

from those

now envision

and treatment

endowment, but who are discovered

in the regular

remains

Educators

which limit

disabilities

of failure

the diagnosis

Of particular

intellectual

learning

dyslexic

toward

adjustment.

a favorable

years

directed

and Rotation

characteristics

school

to have special

guish

is being

perceptual-motor

ing an adequate

Achievement

spatial

in the indi(Hermann, 1959),

of ordinary
orientation

ob -
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shifts,

whereas

directional

real

uncertainty

figurement

and the ability
is directly

related

and maturational

between perceptual-motor

difference

between

lateral

dominance or on right-left

studies

of younger

certain

perceptual-motor

Singer

children

and Hagin,

the orientation
overall

of letters

When intelligence

(Balow,

by factors

1963).

correctly

appear

to direction

1958, 1964).

to mediate
ability

normal and retarded

the relation

1962).

(Benton,

readers

discrimination

-

(1964) found no

Coleman and Deutsch

tests.

on tests

of

Nevertheless,

are more apt to show a relationship

between

(Smith and Keogh, 1962;

skills

Ability

to recognize

and words,

skills

is controlled,

skills

basic

intelligence

with measurements

from ages 5 to 16 provided

Hawkins (1967) showing that

higher

these

1964).

by Fuller,
tends

reading.
are not dif-

orientation

levels

(Koos,

intelligence

to beginning

readers

of hand dominance and right-left

retardation

and the

in advanced

even beginning

with reading

of line,

of symbols,

become involved

However, with lower

toward rotation.

the direction

the shapes

become associated

tendency

in regard

(Koppitz,

of words are perceptual

Other cognitive

ferentiated

1965),

1964; Muehl and Fry, 1966; Chang and Chang, 1967;

configuration

reading.

are

words (Peter,

and reading

and reading

1967).

and Brunk,

level

skills

of nine and older,

significant

difficulties

and reproduce

achievement

and dis-

correlates

Intelligence

With children

rotations,

Visual-perceptual

and shapes

to school

Hermann (1959) sees

identity.

for reversals,

to recognize

to copy lines

partial

Wechsler

their

as responsible

by inability

Isolating

retain

of the form of symbols.

indicated

ship

objects

factors

This accords
Sharp,

and

to stabilize

the
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INSTRUMENTS
ANDMETHODS
Hypotheses
The Perceptual
perimental
occur.

Rotation

circumstances
Measured errors

both the perceptual
the perceptual

vided by comparisons

(PRA) was designed

in which the rotation
of rotation

system

mediation

Apparatus

of visual

would necessarily

and the methodology.

of rotational

of PRA results

to provide
stimuli

migh t

be a function

of

Knowledge relative

phenomena would therefore
with those

obtained

ex-

to
be pro-

by differing

in-

struments.
Research
review

hypotheses

of related

direction

and intent

Hypothesis

of the visual
Designs

as a facet

the perceptual
sign.

consistency

suggested

A

a plausible

stimuli

of rotation

used with

will

of individual

ability

would require
behavior,

system occurring

by the na-

the PRA.

to vary in their

applications

be affected

to induce

that

rotational

a characteristic

irrespective

designs

of designs

to reflect

aid in evaluating

of a design

to rotation.

varying

the effects

degrees

of

of the de -

would test

for s uch

of familiarity

of experience

Neve~theless,

to retain

.

phenomena

tendency

of the nature

or contrasting

rotations

of behavior.

Selection

bility

or perception

The use of dissimilar

would also

findings

comparisons.

for each hypothesis.

are reported

However, diagnostic
occur

and research

to facilitate

No. 1

The judgment
ture

theory

were formulated

on the susceptithe matching
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task

within

the sphere

of perceptual

which can be immediately
Hypothesis

error

related

error

as measured

of rotated

objects

tend

to occur

The PRA should

of accuracy.
tation

over ages characterized

levels

of cognitive

significance

quently
lack

of rotato age.

and moderate
of expected

accuracy

levels

in judging

orien-

as well as higher

of questions

relating

to the

might thus be aided.

of the rotation

of measurements
trait

degree

of diagnostic

reliability.

of visual

provides

is being measured.

or to a greater

specificity
or other

suggest

instrumental

specificity

that

changes

are reliable
a

psychodiagnos

-

more freHowever, the

in visual

stimuli,

are needed to improve

of the PRA would contribute
by the degree

of stability

phenomena.

No. 4

PRA judgments

of the rotation

of visual

stimuli

.

of whether

occur

individuals.

variables

would be determined

of rotational

an indicator

rotations

for particular
suggests

stimuli

The present

that

Whether the characteristics

assessment

Hypothesis

expected

of rotation

error

modes of scoring,

its

character-

to be related

reversals,

Resolution

of rotational

diagnostic

oriented.

No. 3

personality

usages

researches

by perceptual-intuitive

of minor degrees

The reliability

tic

of the degree

in contradiction

disclose

mediation.

The PRA measurements

stable

and judgment

phenomena such as mirroring,

of orientation

Hypothesis

as directionally

by the PRA has developmental

have been shown in various

The rotational
shifts

perceived

must be selected

to age.

Recognition
tional

and globally

designs

No. 2

Rotational
istics

operations,

are related

to

to
in
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intelligence

as measured

Non-motor,
sistently

visuo-spatial

therefore

between

the Quick Tes t (QT) .

of perceptual

on factors

associated

the PRA measurements

depend upon the reliability

would be verified

device,

assessments

shown some dependence

Any correlation

ity

by a standardized

ability

with intelligen

and intelligence

of the PRA method.

by the absence

have con-

of correlation

ce .

would
Non-rel i ab il-

with a reliable

in-

dex of intelligence.
No. 5

Hypothesis

The measurement
factor

assessed

validational

techniques

lie

correlation

definition

of the factors

shared

in variables

in an ostensible

test

with a reliable
essential

would offer

a process

essen ti al for

registered

ro t a -

of tec hnique.

The

con firmed

would allow

the occurrence

by

clearer

of rotational

phenomena.
The Perceptual
Study of perceptual
instrument

which would provide

to numerical
apparatuc

rotation

presentation

for quantifying

Rotation

Apparatus

was facilitated
measurements

and tending
rotational

by devising

of rotational

error

toward normal dis t ribution
judgments

consisted

1

o f ne ce ss i t y on

for rotation,

instrument,
for

rota ti ons

correlation

If onl y the MPDreliably

would again

negligible

the Minneso a

for eliciting

Significant

the two devices

of rotations.

of reliability

instrument,

would be expected , depending

that

the difference

absence

utilize

of the instruments.
evidence

the occurrence

diagnostic

to the ro t a t ional

(MPD).

of correlation

the reliability

tions,

Test

both instruments

some degree

by the PRA is related

by a standardized

Percepto-Diagnostic
Since

provided

a s imple
lending
.

of a r ound

The
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table

30 inches

rically

mounted,

The subject

0

series

each having

s turntable

vertically.

standard

a circumference

turntables

scale

of each turntable

designs.

which the subject

attempted

in degrees .

and the examine r 0 s

was cons tructed

The examiner's

wer e di ame t -

graduated

was mounted horizontally,

The face

of selected

tual

on which two 8 inch

in diameter,

disk

to re ceive

t he

the pe rc ep -

cons tituted

to match in position

of r ota -

tion.
The round table

reduced

support

or bias

painted

in a somewhat mottled

or subliminal,
mary visual

the disks
leveled

the subject's

of real
focus

orientational

or imagined

the turntable

of the subject

seen in typical
shift

ing the possible
not appreciably
stimulus

occurrence
affect

of percepti

The horizontal-vertic

.

The pri and

he

surfa ce was

for each test i ng sess io n
even though su ch cues may
Also , all

measuremen s

the study.

turntable

vertically

in rela t ion

the same in t erplane

between

visual

chalkboard

focus

of rotations.

Thi s

was intended
1

of disks

connection

o
of

and desk.

The separation

by Bartley

shifting

upon both disks

the immediacy of th e temporal
considered

surface

The table

of the two turntables

of simultaneous

and response,

ing feature

classrooms

and the separation

duce the directness

cues,

throughout

involved

use , cons c iou s

in the visual i zed lin e bet ween

and out of focus.

of the examiner's

the possible

sur f ac e was

to be upon the two disks

surface.

of any extraneous

cues whi ch mi gh t
The t able

on the table

inherent
table

by the same examiner

Positioning

lines

in the same room position

uniformity

were taken

skill.

to reduce

tended

cues which remained

be assumed to be peripheral

planar

effect

of the subject

and oriented

environmental

orientational

and in the horizontal

to assure

stimuli

extraneous

to re f avordid

be wee n

(1958) to be a dis t ingu i sh-

on.
al positioning

of the two turntables

and

he

30
relative

visual

heights

angles

were adjusted

approximately

();_

are illustrated

\
\

15 to 18 inches

\

above the table.

-- - - - - -

\

3.

Figure

directly

Variant

in line

uniformity

of visual

angles.
a and£,

would not affect

A unique
ference

and angles

in various

gles . of incidence,
angle£,

planes

feature

directions,

It was assumed that

Most previous

discrete

choices,

scoring

responses

provided

a direct

reading

of the degree

error

t o move
t o maint a in

variations

in t he an -

the visual

per ce pt s 1

results.

protractor

standard

impossible

separating

of the PRA was the graduated

of each turntable.

Rotat i on Appar a tus "

but he was free

making it

and the angle

was sea te d

- --- -

turntable,

required

iner's

The subject

of the Perceptual

with the horizontal

his body position

Chair and t ab l e

for each age group to keep the eye of the obse r ver

-- -- - -

\~

3o

in Figure

measurements

and the subject's

in the judgment of rotation

scale

experiments

or limited

the subject

as correct

constituted

on rotationa

disko

l err or

to only a few

or incorrect.

of discreptUlcy

matching

on t he ci r cu m-

The PRA

between

t he exam-

Tbe numerical

the treatable

data.

degr ee of
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Variations
In order
would affect

to test

the hypothesis

judgments

of rotation,

(1) a familiar
Each design

that

was presented

55°,

140° 20°,

9

lected

t o provide

cal reference
Designs

variants

line , and (3) an unfamil iar

and 120°.

The points
direction

of disk

The design
size

motion , to equal i ze

from hor iz on tal

or ve rti-

1

the "game" through

image .

The idea
disk

disks

of whi t e

4 on page 32 , .· as a box - l i ke fron tal

in Figure

re adi ly ab l e t o comprehend

les s concrete

of "tilting

provided

.

Four year

a learning

old child ren were

the use of this

the house"
experience

view

cul ural ly

was an establ i sh ed con transferrable

t o t he

designs .

The following

presentation

t o t he four year old children

was followed

to introduce

the pro c ed ure

:

Each of us has a wheel to turn.
Look, you can turn your wheel
like this.
(Demonstrate)
Now you do it.
(Child was en cour aged to touch hands to each side of the turntable
as an op ti mal mode for turning the disk.)
Good. Now I an go i ng t o turn
my wheel and then you turn your wheel to make your pict ure
1°11 make my house stand s tr a ig ht
loo k just like mine.
First,
up like a house should stand.
Now you turn yours t o look jus
the same. Do it very carefully,
so I can see if you do as wel l
as other boys and girls.
Very good . Now I 1 ll turn my house
on its side, and you make yours the same. Let go of the wheel
Fine . Now I ' m
when you have it exactly in the right place.
going to hide my house and turn it, then you see if you can
f ind the right place .
Thereafter

:

used for introdu ci ng the procedure , presen te d

as a pointer

and this

compass positions

ink on interchangeable

of a house with an antenna

9

figur eo

on the sequen ce were se-

and to vary the displacement

were drawn in black

in operational

cep t

was used :

designs

of six

s t imul us

points.

paper .

f amiliar

of the visual

of three

in the same sequence

an inconsistent

use of quadrants,

Stimulus

a series

object , (2) a single

0° , 90°

poster

of the Visual

the examiner's

disk

was shi el d ed for each movement to

32

0

Figur e 4:

Act ual size

of design

D
used on Disk 1.
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f av or the appearance
t he direction

of reversals

and extent

pos iti on.

was abetted

by allowing
subject

i ncrea singly

subjects

for older

at i on of the PRA and responded
dis k t o the same position
~i ng exactly

dimi nution
i nterest,

Some children

t·~r asked about
Designs
page 34.

·..

designs

The second

I

disk

a more precise
The t hird

~~ ·

was presented

disk

of making the se t-

The task

appeared

as "fun,"

to extend

the

t hough le ss c oncrete
was presented

and a num-

trials.

5 and 6 on

in F'igures

as "a straight

t o be of

to renew t he

six se tti ngs tended

or pi ctures

their

There was no appa rent

to the operation

referred

of turning

ages.

for Disk 2 and Disk 3 are presented

fere d s1~j ects
Ctl

other

after

were

the aper-

understood

directive

as needed.

for most subjec t s.

and the change of disks

c hallenge.

t heir

was offered

comprehension

The ins tr uctions

The idea

for all

upon t he

in and wat ch the

who quickly

as the standard.

encouragement
in motivation

him to sit

to the simple

hi.ding

to have no effect

responded.

the same was emphasized

Regular

However,

The young child's

manner in which the preceeding
limited

images.

of movement appeared

ab i.li. ty to judge rotational
of the operation

and mirror

line,''

pattern

and of ~
for orienting

as a "dot pattern,"

a

dupli -

ca ti on o f .Jesign No. 3 of the Bender-Gestalt

Test.

so used by the Minnesota

Test and offer s a l ogi cal

base

for intertest

disks

required

Percepto-Diagnostic

comparisons.
about

six

Presentation

qui res

studies

perceptual

indicate

by the

PRA reflects

that

or cognitive

improv ement is expressed

of the series

of t hree

to ten minutes.
Selection

Prior

This des ign was al-

of the Sample

the judgment
abilities

in the hypothesis

a developmental

of angular

which improve
that

characteristic

rotation
with age.

reSuch

the measuremen t provided
related

to age.
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Figure

5:

The straight

line

presented

on Disk 2.

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Figure

6: Bender pattern

No. 3 as used on Disk 3.

•
•
•
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A sample of subjects
sistency

stratified

in terms of other

this

hypothesis.

sure

generalizability

cative

of results.

Children

variables,
to select

into

offering

some con-

was required

to test

a sample which would as-

The comparisons

would have to take

of the samples

account

offered

by any repli-

the distinctive

features

studied.
of ages

the Children's

five

through

eleven

World, a kindergarten

The two schools

were provided

in Logan, Uta h , an d :o ur year olds

School

Caucasian

influential

There was no intent

studies

Elementary

in terms of age,

and nursery

are somewhat alike

families

reflecting

though with some diversity

in drawing

an average
to broaden

by the Edith

were obtained

school

from

at Ogden, Utah.

most of their

pupils

from

or middl e socioeconomic

the range

Bowen

status,

of the sample character-

istics.
It is probable
measured
related

that

a number of variables

jttdgment of rotation.
to age,

the factors

tive

factors

associated

their

effect

ation

of the age trend

To demonstrate

with age must be kept
otherwise

within

the chosen schools

groups

at each age level.

offered

of children

and other
using
children
because

as sex,

cultural

unknown influences

each child

retardation,

of all

children
equivalent

may have been introfrom the nursery

intelligence,

were assumed to be relatively

at Children's

deline-

pro-

children.

background,

from the designated

from the nursery
of mental

school

in

or tabular

of obtaining

However, some distortion

in the character

or cogni-

constant

The inclusion

some reassurance

gram as compared with the elementary
Such factors

relatively

th e

pattern

the perceptual

a graphical

would be distorted.

to produce

a developmental

which might confound

over the age range;

duced by differences

interact

schools.

Only two

motivation,
equivalen t by
four year old

World were consi dered

and one cerebral

palsied

child

ineligible
from
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Edith
tors

Bowen was excluded.
were considered

Individual

differences

to b e n eg li gible

of 22 to 27 c hildren

in their

hypothesis,

of visual

stimuli

retest

method over a period
old groups

anticipated

later

ages.

self

provide

useful

at

of readings
in reliability

developmental

position

hypothesis,

of visual

administration
year
gence

basis,

the same occasion
Quick Test

less

than

contaminant

asserting

to favor

(QT) appeared

were administered
30 minutes
learning

not randomized.

for

was

the most

expected

t ha t

by

ages would of it-

PRA judgments

to intelligence,
test

three

a uniformity

was tested

measures

administered

circumstances.

qualifications.

on
on
The

The th r ee

of QT, MPD, and PRA, taking

sequence.

during

An intel l i -

to be administered

of testing

in the sequence

by the

to the group of se v en

and easily

to meet the desired

the entire

of rotational

the PRA and MPD tests.
be quickly

all

would occur

It was also

at different

intelligence

received

allowing

that

might be demonstrated

that

is related

was needed which could

an individual

measures

who also

olds

It

to Intelligence

of a standardized

old children
test

stimuli

and eight

data.

Relationship
The fourth

age.

six,

of reliability.

of four year

this

of the ro -

by use of the test -

The four,

assessment

responses

in the reliability
Any variation

days.

in this

occurred

the PRA measurements

was assayed

of seven

were included

PRA readings

some change

that

are reliable,

from the observed

unreliable

by the inclusion

o f __Measurem e nt s

proposing

tation

year

effect

fac-

a t ea c h a~e le vel in providin g a gr oup average .
T eri JOrcJ.
l _.i t ,.b ility

The third

in the influential

It was assumed

the series,

that

and the sequence

no
was
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The Quick Test requires
and has excellent
reported

approximately

qualities

10 minutes

for building

or maintaining

coefficients

from .73 to .89 with kindergarten

correlations

with the revised

. 77 to .96.

The QT utilizes

requires

the subject

lizing
tual

visual

perception.

verbal

rectly

at Edith

ing students.

pils

at a given

ular

year

ministration

theless,

illustrating

measure

of percepdi-

Tests

are administered
one to six.

may also

These tests

were available

were correlated

annually

to al l
were last

for all

return-

with the PRA measurements
year when nearly

be categorized

as being

all

pu-

at a partic

-

of age.

Correlation

for

level

as best

to

which does not appear

of 1968, a time in the school
grade

input

to the PRA and MPD in u ti-

an ability

Bowen Scho ol in grades

made in September

of

skills.

Achievement

These scores

Tests

A word is presented

a standardized

in March of 1968, and scores

administered

able

taps

to orientational

The Metropolitan
pupils

yet

provides

and validational

mode of stimulus

response.

the QT is similar

Studies

reliability

and the Wechsler

to one of four pictures

It

intelligence,

related

Standard-Binet

no motor or verbal

In consequence,

children,

the visual-perceptual

who then points

the word.

rapport.

(Ammons and Ammons, 1962) indicate

by the authors

and also

for administration

values

would be limited

of the two measures

and the fact

the new students,

approximately

it

that

was considered

additional

theoreti:al

as related

to intelligence

The fifth

hypothesis

that

scores

25 percent

about

and school

PRA measurements,

alludes

Never-

might provide
particularly

achievement.

With Another

Instrument

to the probability

that

ad-

were not avail -

of each group.

the computed relationships

information

Comparison

by the six month gap between

the readings

of rotational
tor

as assessed

error

provided

by the PRA are related

by a standardized

diagnostic

son,

making use of any indicated

correlation,

tion

of PRA scores.
The Minnesota

istration
both

Percepto-Diagnostic

the PRA and MPDare relatively

not seriously

contaminate

the age range

at which perceptual

academic

skills

possible

applications

this

and earlier

olds.
stable,

would aid

comparative

norms for using

the MPD with normal and limited

(Fuller,

now consists
states.

Sharp,

score

instrument

vised

test

would

still

within

measurements

at

ages.

a rotational

justed

to

with beginning

would involve

and in offering

several

for admin-

1964; Chang and Chang, 1967), and

signs

sample

ta-

the responses

is also

is associated

of the PRA technique

The MPDwas an appropriate

been developed

in the interpre

(MPD) was selected

Age seven

fac-

Such a compari -

and motor limitations

accuracy

and Hagin,

o

By age seven

MPDresponses.

(Wechsler

instrument

Test

to the group of seven year

to the rotational

Raw scores

are

and clinical

1967).

ages 5 through

now convertable

for both IQ and age variation,
for diagnostic

in the same units

and Hawkins,

of 4000 students,

in using

improving

applications.

visual

de -

as the PRA.

IQ populations
The improved

the usefulness

have

normative

20, selected

to standard

Re-

from

scores,

ad -

of the
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ANALYSISOF DATA
S atis t ica l Assu mp ions

standard

units

for measuring

ing studied.

The in t ervals

were t hus quantifiable
any rational

in t o 360 deg r ees provided

graduat i on of t he PRA disks

The s c alar

t hose a tr ibu t es of per c ep t ual ro a t ion be be t we en r eadings

and comparab le

9

on t he two ro t ating

having

magni t udes o f measur ed di s cre pan c ies

computed

in terms

It

in question

However,

phenomenon in question

since

an, and mode for
old groups

were positively
merely
of error

approximate

the norma l

cy i n t he se t t i ngs of the

were necessar il y skewed.

the summa iv e s ett ings

was to add and aver -

Typic al examples

al t hoagh the skewness

he

Mean~ medi -

gro up t he de creased

9

but

This was

in whi c h the degre e

by zero on one sid e, but was unlimited

of the range

of

symmet ri cal

of erro r .

of the ele cte d me hod of s c oring

With the older

duced the extent

were no

skewed t oward t he hi ghe r degrees

was limited

the fre -

two disks,

of Disk 2 by t he fi ve and el even

indi c a t ed t ha t di s r ibu t ions

a condition

direc t ion .

should

express i ve

of the er r or curve s ar e depict ed i n Table 1 .

c haracteristics

of

settings

the ele ct ed meth od of s c oring

or discrepan

quency distributions

he rad ii

.

was assumed tha t a suf ficie nt number of disks

age the error

year

i n matc hing di sks coul d be

of o her s t andard "z ed s ca l es a cc ord i ng t o

of the psychological
curve.

r el a i onsh i p t o

In add i i on , the

zero poin t on t he c i rc umferen c e s ca le.

absolute

the points

a defined

disks

in

he o he r

di spers i on of s cor es re-

l arg el y on high=error

s i de of the curv e~

was r et a i ne d and t he mean was s ill

di spla ce d f rom
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Table 1.

Distribution
characteristics
of average
ages five and eleven on Disk 2.

Age

N

Mean

Median

rotational

error

Standard
Deviation

Mode

for

Range

5

44

8.4

8. o

5.5 & 8.5

3.5

2.7 to 19.7

11

25

4.o

3.7

3.7

1.8

1.8 to

the median

toward the extreme

was an indication

of further

number of measurements
The s co ring
not include
versals

or opposite

earliest

ages,

tion

Non-transpositio

nal

Testing

separately

transposed

did

into

only at the

an inconsistent

or minor errors

were imposed upon trans pose d images in a typical

be scored

of rota-

manner and could

and consistently.

of hypotheses

Though the research
positive

assertions

pothesis,

, all

postulating

and utilizing

hypotheses
statistical

two-tailed

a s 22, inferenc

were derived

were directional,
tests

being

stated

tests

from distributions

hy-

of variance,

of probability.

degrees

es relative

as

were based upon the null

equiva lenc e of means and homogeneity

Becau s e of the limited
small

as if

would have provided

of error.

images and re-

Such transp osi ti ons occurred

inclusion

age compari sons .

range

and age curves

known as mirror

were perceived

quadrants.

and their

group averages

of rotation

elements

for age five

marked by a broad

for depicted

in which figural

curve

fro m normal cy due to the limited

for an age level

of errors

adjacent

'l'he bimodal

departure

the major errors

bas is for

scores .

9.8

of freedom in samples,

to discrep ancies
of the t statistic.

between

ranging

as

mean values

Because

t he two-

41

1 test

sided
ity

is robust

from normality

mations
taken

as denotative

these

levels

ferences.

tables

iv e procedure

or perception
stimuli

only five

times

at

or once per

of skewness,

to allow

of its

probabilistic

use the probability

1966) was doubled

of always

invalue

to compen-

pla ci ng the larger

of the

of Stimulus

Design

of rotation

will

that
object .

and most clear

from a family

for specific

reasons.

youn ger children

been found in prior

1945; Fuller

the principle
line,

of direction.

research

by the na -

of design

1963) .

represented

of a slanting
both

susceptible

types,

figure,

was
or

the simplest

Disk 3, the Bender design,

to be particularly

and Laird,

or universe

Disk 1, the familiar

grasped

Disk 2, the straight
i ndi cator

be affected

of designs

were not sampled

but were selected

(Fabian,

differentials

used with the PRA.

on the equivalence

Designs

rotated

with

No. 1

of the visual

to assure

esti-

in the numerator.

The judgment

Findings

affect

compared by means of an F

large

of F (Ferguson,

Effects

ture

and

of .05 and .01 were

is not a function

coul d be usefully

were sufficiently

for the restrict

Hypothesis

factors

of a dis tri bution

of age groups

by typical

two variances

nonnormal-

respec tiv ely.

However, in each instance

provided

values

differences,

due to chance

the variance

Sample sizes

as to seriously

probability

of signif i cant

repetitions

the variances
ratio.

Standard

occurring

Since

sate

were not so gross

of probability.

one-hundred

by moderate

1966) , it was assumed tha t sample size was sufficient

(Ferguson,

departures

and not ap t t o be affected

had

of rotation
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The similarity

of task

designs

would suggest

additive

to facilitate

that

tween individual

items

groups.

Correlations

Table 2.

Correlations
test scores

Individual

the errors

comparison

thi.s assumption .

ported

and the apparent

of designs .

and overall

Correlation

a matrix

rotational

positive

content

of the

in each compass position

Table 2 provides

are all

dire c tional

might be

studies

sup-

of the correlation

error

for three

and of sufficient

of the age

size

to justify

of performance on individual
items with overall
for ages four, seven, and eleven.
Correlation
Rotational

Items

with Overall
Error on PRA

Age 4

Age 7

Age 11

.52
.50
. 29
. 68
.15 .50

. 27
. 12
. 50
.20
.59
.16

. 50
. 52
.37
.27
.09
. 64

• 73

.76

.75

.23
.06
.66
.34
.34
.64

.09
.13
.12
. 59
.53
.39

.05
.13
.33
.68
.44
.47

.80

. 78

.82

.08
.37
.04
.40
.57
.63

.15
.38
.23
.42
.57
.18

.39
.14
.23
.24
.26
.28

.82

.79

.62

Disk 1

oo

90°
55°
140°
20°
120°
Average Error
Disk 2

oo

90°
55°
140°
20°
120°
Average Error
Disk 3

oo

90°
55°
140°
20°
120°
Average Error

the addition

of errors

to obtain

composite

scores

be-

and averages .

The

additive

nature

the error
tions

of scores

on each design

with overall

Mean and standard
ages four through

4

27
44
26
24
24
23
22
25

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

generally

x
13.1
9.0
6.1
6.6
5.5
6.o
4.3
4.3

6.8
3.8
2.1
2.4
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7

show only small

quite

two disks.

probable

crease

of!

due to correlation

error

deviations

12.3
8.7
6.9
7.1
6.7
5.3
5.0
4.5

5.3
3.9
3.2
2.4
2.3
1.8
2.3
1.5

12.2
8.7
6.3
6.4
6.1
5.7
4.4
4.3

4.5
2.7
2.0
1.8
1.3
1.1
1.5
1.3

for each age level.

Error

scores

the degree

deviation

F ratios

comparison

(Ferguson,

higher

of vari-

of means required

However,

was more than offset
That portion

is

age.

comparisons

probability

1966).

than scores

of difference

at that

in intra-age

needed for specific

of measurements.

for

s

Even at age four

value

error

Overall

are not consistently

Intra-age

and

x

5.2
3.5
2.6
2.1
2.3
1.2
2. 2
1.8

of variance

in the requisite!

of average

x

11.1
8.4
5.9
5.3
6.1
5.7
3.8
4.0

disk,

designs.

in values

of non-homogenity

correl a-

s

x

There were no significant

correction

improves

Disk 3
s

in terms of the standard

ance on the three

averaging

of average rotational
deviation
eleven on each of three disks.

variations

on Disk 1, the introductory
for the other

that

The means and standard

Disk 2
s

N

a comparison

or design.

Disk 1
Age

by the fact

and substantially

Table 3 presents

for each disk

Table 3.

stabilizes

affirmed

scores.

Accordingly,
dispersion

is further

levels
this

by larger

a small
because

small

in-

t ratios

of the variance
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resulting

from experimental

existing

between

measures

Only two instances
were registered.

error

is reduced

repeated

differences

At age seven the mean error
level

Since

there

chance alone.

The general

age comparisons
and accepting
age level

the null

for the particular

Mirror

four and five.
the visualized

Such gross
image into

as differentiated

Of the total

old group,

31 percent

on Disk 3.

percent
cent

adjacent

occurred

of transposition

of statistical

Discussion

of the effect

In considering
the nature

(Hermann, 1959),

should

in

occur
other

by

intra-

a Type II error

between

means at each

of the subject's
or opposite

degrees

disk,

quadrants,

of error

on Disk 3.

of differenc

transposing
were considered

typically
manifest

56 percent

number at ages

by

by the four year

on Disk 2, and 29

occurred

on Disk 1, 26 per-

The erratic
design

registered

patterning

did not favor

of the
the appli-

e.

of design

the influence

of the selected

lowed a perceptual

of less

comparisons

in considerable

with stimulus

tests

value

on all

on Disk 1, 40 percent

For age five,

from the

At age eight

of risking

number of transpositions

on Disk 2, and 18 percent

interaction
cation

rotations

to de s ign

under study.

occurred

from the small

the PRA.

of performance

of no difference

designs

images and reversals

disk

difference

the appropriateness
hypothesis

.01.

at a probability

of significant
consistency

indicated

than

of 24 intra-age

are a total

Table 3, one or two instances

in response

1962).

on Disk 2 differed

of less

the means for Disk 1 and Disk 3 differed

.05.

correlations

for the same age group (Winer,

of significant

mean for Disk 3 at a probability

than

by positive

response.
immediately

designs

of design

it

must be noted

and the nature

Perception

is defined

and unanalytically

that

both

of the PRA exercise
as occurring

(Strauss

al-

globally

and Lehtinen,

45
1947); whereas cognitive
quire

analytical

tion,

and the imposition

information

(Lee,

compared stimuli

overt

be regarded

as directional,

tree"

quently

four and six,

between

perception

The use of speech

(1963) finding

that

verbalization.
proposes
input

that

the output

in performing
into

designs

as measured

level

that

rotation

irrespective

of varying

images is aided
and Clark

the subject

by

(1964)

translates

applied

of behavior

of the nature
confirmed

by the PRA is not specific

with Nickiforova's

the

to determine

tasks.

is a facet

familiarity

oriented.

of Glanzer

or reproductive

more fre-

or undifferentiated

of visual

task

con-

conceptualized

This occurred

words which are subsequently

in recognition

on a perceptual

a perceptual

re-

an integrated

aid accords

hypothesis

be

Some subjects

was sometimes

as directionally

reproduction

could

the

simultaneously,

a global

as an orientational

because

as identical,

cream cone."

of dots

accurate

It would appear

image,

facilitating

The verbal-loop

information

of three

perceived

operation

as a means of retaining

or an "ice

of the pattern

informa-

of the images in memory.

behavior

as a "Christmas

of encoded

upon the encoded

as a perceptual

Disk 3, the unfamiliar

figuration.

may re-

transformations

and were presented

retention

verbal

the storage

sphere

1963).

were unanalytically

very limited

utilized

of conceptual

could

the perceptual

of data,

Kagan, and Rabson,

intuited

quiring

outside

categorization

The PRA task

globally

activity

which occurs

of the design.
that

to any particular

The use

rotational

error

type of configu-

ration.
Possible

applications

Manipul ation
ability

of PRA technique
of design

to conceptualize

characteristics

particular

patterns,

would allow

testing

a clas sif icatory

of the
skill

46
which improves
tion

of disks

utilized

appears

to be generally

as a non-verbal

indicator

in such a way as to implement
Explorations
PRA disks

of field

which required

made,

The PRA would also

method of using

rotational

provide

pattern,

a design

has been perceived

matching.

1965) would be abetted

(Witkin,

elements

an orientational

could be

(1967)

to Goldstein's

of direction

by

from various

response

an alternative

indication

to match the rota-

by age four and could be

of criterial

before

a verbalized

of an obscured

of whether

separation

of ground complexity

The ability

developed

dependence

levels

tion

1953),

with age (Siegel,

to signal

and would allow applications

recogni-

down to age

four.
Impairments
elements
before

in abstractive

which must be integrated
rotation

studies

skills

on dimensions

could be matched.

Hypothesis

rotation

characteristics

or spacing

the properties

of stimuli

the
which

Characteristics

as uniquely

related

measured

by the PRA has developmen-

to age.

on age trends

The presentation
considerable

ualized

size

No. 2

Perceptual

closes

of shape,

disk

grouping.
Developmental

Findings

by using

This appr oach would supplement

of Beck (1966, 1967) concerning

facilitate

tal

might be detected

of descriptive
variation

in the graphical

shown in Figure

with age.

delineation

7, page 47, and Figure

The mean rotation

error

statistics

in Table 3, page 43, dis-

The trends

are more clearly

of means and standard

deviations

visas

8, page 48.

showed a rapia

decline

between

ages four and

Disk 2
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six

for all

three

four and five,
level

of less

were able
grees,

disks.

and from five
than

.01.

to estimate

plus

The substantial
to six,

rotational

error,

another

during

tinued

to decline
A second

the overall
tial

drop,

second

confirmed

degree

major decline
later

error

the decline

period

having

error

indi-

in accuracy

the composite

from one year

to

group variance

between

con-

ages nine and ten where

Table 3, page 43) again

a probability

to trial

level

around

declined

.01.

The

gradually

subjects.

'I'h is

and ten included

on Disk 3 from age eight

to nine.

sharply,

means from ages nine

than

on adult

nine

on Disks 1 and 2 drops

took a substan-

of less
error

measurements

change occurring

successive

of 6.3 de-

an average

out between ages six and nine,

at age 11 and thereafter

in mean error

of the group

period.

(see

according

of rapid

the average

ences between

However,

this

two-thirds

aver-

zone of change is indicated

rotation

drop remained
by another

during

at a probability

as seen from the overall

improvement

period.

between

of deviation.

to level

was little

this

within

particularly

age shown in Table 3, tends
there

were significant

position

or minus two degrees

that

in error

By age six approximately

The mean rotation

cating

reductions

a

A year

showing

to ten significant

differat the

.01 level.
The standard

and five.

A high rate

The F ratios

level.
to nine,
ficant

of average

4, showed the sharpest

Figure

six.

deviation

of decline

for these

The pronounced

level

for all

continued

variance

decrease

as well as the rise
at a probability

declines

rotational

between
of less

disks

between

for Disk 2 settings

.01.

in

ages four

were significant

nine and ten,
than

as graphed

for Disk 1 between

changes

in variance

error,

were similarly

five

and

at the .01
from eight
signi-
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Discussion

of age trends

The degree
tions

of error

occurring

in discrimination

judgment,
error

raises

as well

questions

in such devices

gree of operational
mendation
ords

that

differs
grees

as orientational

about

error

at early

of error

tings

that

suggests

However,

the highest

Considerable

the quantitat

comparable

except

ple,

Wursten

of oblique

18 . 3 degrees

in five

the highest

55 degree setting.
tive

comparisons
However,

mation.
(1962)
like
(1945)

that

noted

that

i ve dimensions

lines,
olds

average

error

Variations

PRA error

de -

of 20° as
for six set-

may be too low.

at compass orientations

in which

in comparing

of rotational

are precisely

the averag e error

for

five

tendencies

duplicated.

task

to 2.3 degrees

instruments

year

in methodology

the angular

in judgment

olds

are not
For exam-

involving

in adults.

.

ranges

from

In the present

was 12 degrees

apparently

at the

make quantita

-

inappropriate.
comparisons

results

the ability

forms matures

recThe MPD

a total

for normality

is encountered

year

graphical

Present

de-

(1962) recom-

rotations.

setting

found t hat in a matching

displacement

study

point

as methodologies

(1947)

of

was recorded.

difficulty

Apparently

degrees

upon a summation of small

figures,

are presented

PRA accuracy

Clawson's

The average

the MPD cutoff

the MPDdrawings

of small

as meaningful

of six

of normal perception.

in operational

or the MPD. The average

in relying

the borderline

limita-

under 15° in the Bender-Gestalt

are not interpretable

in the drawing

errors

ages confirms

errors

from the Bender-Gestalt

reflecting

the interpretation

as the Bender-Gestalt

orientational

of children

on the PRA task,

of age trends

tend to confirm
to detect

rapidly

rotations

prior

provide

findings

of five

year

infor -

of Gibson

and transformations

between ages four and seven.

thou gh over 50 percent

useful

of letter-

Similarly,
olds

rotate

et al.

Fabian
Bender -
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Gestalt

No. 3, the same figure

design

tate

by age eight.

tal

Test of Visual

1964) confirms
ly occurs

Standardization

the maturation

occurred

the Frostig
Lefever,

ro-

Developmen-

and Whittlesey,

of perceptual-motor

that

slower

ing toward

the typical

The significant

simple,

functioning

usual-

group performance

variance,

was again

suggesting

broadened

continue

nine

the

individuals

until

to improve,
the range

and ten appeared

that

trend

mov-

of error.
accompan-

at this

and that

slower

between

in group variance,

and reducing

around

was most marked in a few precocious

of accuracy

decline

individuals

in error

and the major improve-

The leveling

by a continuing

developing

declines

ied by an increasing

quite

by age six.

was accompanied

suggesting

performance

for

(Maslow, Frostig,

was comparatively

ments in accuracy
and nine

figures

percent

to age eight.

The PRA task

six

Perception

that

prior

as on Disk 3, only six

point

the range

individuals

of

accomplished

the

same transition.
It
tasks

is noteworthy

occurs

transition
the stage
retical

at the age period

of concrete

sociational

five

skills

suggest

nine

and ten years,

to formal

is insufficient

levels

findings,

level

in accuracy

although

this

of operations

review

describing

associated
(Flavell,

a

thought

of various
a broad

to

theo-

range

of

the age

zone for movement from as-

of operations.
of judgment

transition

for attributing
maturation

1963) outlines

led White (1965) to postulate

skills,

shift

with perceptual

of pre-operational

and seven as a transition

a second

rate

(Flavell,

An extensive

to a cognitive

also

to intellectual

domination

and research

and congitive

between

evidence

at which Piaget

operations.

formulations

period

the major change in error

from the perceptual

perceptual

racy

that

Present
occurring

findings
between

is not as pronounced.
this

second

increase

The

in accu-

with movement from concrete

1963).
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Rotational

errors

ena reflecting
tational

occurring

perceptual-intuitive

orientation

an immediate
intuitive

is received

"jumping

appear

and the major

Movement toward
in all

aspects

nitive

operation
are

and its

as i nput without

analysis

and there

type of response .

Perceptual-

transpositional

of rotation

conceptualized

Observations

of subject

behavior

levels

variables

of anxiety

dimension

of behavior

tion-impulsivity.
weighing
a task

the current
that

over task

declining

variance,

age nine,

apparently

rotaticnal

judgment .

judgment .

over task
that

but also

of cog-

The antecedents

associated

a

was functionally
of greatest

of delay,

the

in performing

or components

of

or involvement

of subjects
related

in

showed
to age and

anxie t y occurring

with a fur t her re f inement
that

a stable

It was noteworthy

behavior

in

of reflec-

attentiveness

performance.

would appear

enabling

by Kagan (1966) as

were presented

with the period

coordi-

to changes

abou t correctness

the observed

performance

It

levels

Kagan (1966) discribes

predispositions,

and anxiety

a reduction

di sks,

des cri bes the degree

impuls iv e behavior

methodology

anxiety

.

and the caring

constitutional
task,

Higher

bounded by the semanti c differential

a definite

versus

including
in the

and motivation

of alternatives,

reflective

brings

of rota ti on is a tt ributable,

of cogn iti ve sk ill,

This dimension

requiring

operations

of angularity.

a cc ura cy of judg ments

to higher

is

errors.

as i mposed upon the rotating
of t he degrees

ro-

degrees

t o emerge as orien tin g axes or spatial

estimation

not only

the moderate

by the PRA.

more careful

The increasing

in both

of c oncrete

registered

are seen

to be phenom-

The design

to be involved

the level

appear

operations.

to a conclusion"

operations

of rotation

nates

with t he PRA task

around

in accuracy

the r eflectivity-impulsivity

of
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dimension

has a declining

operations

.

Pre-school
set

their

second

of position.
careful

By age nine

weighing

slanting

accompaniments

was no apparent
became a matter

no longer

readily

In contrast

cation,

recognition

to involve

the introduction

well-being,

affect

.

matching

of position,
responses

glance

continued

quite

In addition

.

preThough

of their

of error

his

disk

after

a more rapid

were

visual

as appropriate

The shifting

determinant

much of the error

Even

or acceptable,
age of demar-

levels

, and an occasional

of operayear

olds

child

of four

a second

factor

verification.

to the reflection-impulsivity

to be a strong

association

of rightness.

There was no precise

assumptions

pears

that

of increas-

the position

Indeed , cert ain eleven

i ndividualized.

by Kagan (1966), the matter

is probable

behav-

extensively.

an assumption

were regarded

enunciated
also

position

involved

carrying

was superfluous

to make intuitive

might reposition

a more

in whom this

The possibilities

even in terms of group averages.
appeared

numbers of

and the later

children

to their

, perceptual

inaccurate

and a second

a

accepted.

or identification
grossly

taking

The apparent

perceptual

disk

of unusual

rarely

then

a cc ompanied by a deliberate

would juggle

threat

disk,

of many chil dren disclosed

Cert ain compulsive

was exagger ated

cognitive

increasing

of body position.

also

over accuracy.

occupation

tion

a ppeared

grades

sometimes

of intuitive

judgments

ing concern

there

position,

level

to make one or more verifications

the behavior

of the head or changing

cognitive

disk

of disk

vacillation,

In the primary

back at the standard

by higher

look at the examiner's

and with minimal

look at the standard.
glanced

and is mediated

t ook one quick

own disk rapidly

children

ioral

children

range

dimension

of motiv ation

and involveme nt,

of the de c lining

err or curve.

manifest

by children

from four

apIt

to s i x

did not reflect

a deficiency

cess,

and motorically

error

occuring

duplicate

a true

ing a limited

measure

that

of choice

to higher

of

The task
- intuitive

Further,

level

tasks

involv-

and no immediate

or accuracy
cognitive

may

the same attitudes

, the PRA technique

over rightness

of the movement from perceptual

of rightness.

apt to expose

a latitude

pro-

but consisted

accuracy.

are less

Nevertheless

a concern

centrally

of the perceptual

of perceptual

of correctness.

do suggest

children

which offers

position,

assumption

number of choices

as the PRA task
forcement

involved

to perceive,

rotational

from the intuitive

not have adequately
in offering

in the ability

rein-

and results

is an accompaniment
levels

of function-

ing.
Reliability
Hypothesis

No. 3

The PRA measurements
Findings

circumstances

of Table 4.

Table 4.

of the rotation

of visual

stimuli

are reliable.

on reliability

Groups at ages four,
physical

of Measuremen t s

Contrary

Reliability

six,

after

and eight
an interval

to initial

of total
Initial

were retested

identical

of one week, providing

expe c tations,

scores

under

the four year

based upon seven

the data

old group

day retesting.

x

Test
s

27

12.2

4.5

12ol

3.6

.52

6

26

6.3

2.0

6.9

1.7

.11

8

25

6.1

1.7

6.4

l o?

.37

Age

N

4

Second Test
s
x

r
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showed more individual
this

group being

significant

six was negligible,
ability

value

consistency,

the product-moment

at the

and for age eight

of greater

than

of one week, verifying

studies

appears

individuals

to be maintained

remained

showed gross

changes

As already
istered

by recent

of individual

performance
near

in previous

involving

or minor degrees

shifts
quadrants.

youngest

ages,

Table 5.

Age

4
5

6
7
8

or graphical

Errors

A particular

showed somewhat erratic

between

of accuracy,

N

27
44
26
24
24

presentation

measured

level

of per-

the two testing

discussion,
divided
of error,
aspect

of transposition

the errors
into

of reversals

% showing

18

sessions.
of rotation

t wo categories:

of the design
occurred

Some

others

into

largely

reg(1) non-

and (2) transpositional

and mirror

N showing
Transpositions

but

behavior.

whereas

as shown in Table 5, and were not included

The occurrence

being

by each age group as a whole,

of the directional

adjacent

over a period

the attribute

learning.

by the PRA were arbitrarily

transpositional

that

the same level

in accuracy

noted

for age

of .37 had a prob-

the coefficient

changed significantly

the assumption

would not be influenced

The correlation

for

.05.

None of the means or variances

formance

.01 level.

correlation

errors
opposite
at the

in the tabular

images.

Number of
reversals

Number of
mirrors

67

20

15

33

4

15

3

12
4

7
4
2

52
33

1

Transpositions

of developmental

0

characteristics.

11

4
2

The actual

or

56
count

of reversals

to illustrate
incidence

the relative

extent

tional

error

including
level.

the coefficient

errors

might be quite

with particular

at age four suggested

showed transpositions

substantial.

components

was provided

by the finding

correlated

.57 with the number of instances

The MPD method of scoring
groups

at age four.

transposition
error.

error

was also
approach

The MPD scoring

18 settings

error

was decided
while

applied

to the test-retest

as 25 points

and non-

maximum scoreable

reliability

for age four

scoring

to score

of 50 degrees.

suggested

that

of non - transposi-

one instance

though only five

out of the

children

These operational

of including

showed

errors

over

a broader

range

of
of non-

reliability.
transpositions

non-transpositional

the limit

this

all

range

.65 with the number of instances

the value

in assessing

a full

had at least

over 50 degrees.

indicating

transpositional
It

olds

were found to correlate

transposition,

error

of transposition.

raised

did not allow

over 25 degrees,

of an error

25 degrees

grees,

system

Most four year
of error

instances

the two

.52 to .74.

from the previous

error.

age

upon relia-

non-transpositional

to 25 degrees

to scoring

or

of

for this

for adding

was scored

limited

the possibility

, the effects

was tentatively

Each transposition

Using this

tional

that

to mirror

on non-transposi-

reliability

Justification

that

subjects.

based

in computing

The

considering

the tendency

of reliability

of transposition

67 percent

of transposition.
small

In general

coincidently

was most favorable

Since

bility

that

two types

was relatively

settings.

an image occurred

The fact

of the

error

made 18 disk

in Table 5, page 55,

images is presented

of transpositional

each subject
reverse

and mirror

error

The obtained

reliability

method was optimal

and only

as if
at its

limited
full

coefficient
slight

to 50 de-

value
of

improvement

within

.96
might
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accrue

from scoring
As expected,

transpositions
the discrimination

for high reliability
with age.

and five.

of transposition,

efficient

of .96.

Findings

on internal

error

1967).

The items

ably,

testing

fest

equivalent

of the PRA test

perceptual

ability

data

sources

from interitem

four,

seven,

related

with

value

that

by the

error,

the reliabili

and

ty co-

.

measured,

the homogeneous content
factors.

Presume-

an individual

disclose

considerable

of chanc e f actors

Table 6 provides

at

set-

would tend to mani-

the operation

a summation of
error

eac h compass setting

at each of th e other

in the table.

of disk

was in troduced

of non-t r anspositional

The error

(Nunnally,

or disks.

correlation

depicting

of i n-

dissimilarity.

disk setting

of variance.

of chance

of a series

Some variation

positions

of interitem

on the basis

of te s t items

were being

for other

correlation

the error

operation

to achieve

and some design

skills

and eleven.

is presented

of non-transpositional

consisted

similar

in performance,

or uncontrolled

ages four

the number of instances

is predictable

at a particular

However, matrices
variability

with

or the intercorrelations

compass positions

if stable

-.29

between

to

consistency

showing high accuracy

gest

correlated

which were essentially

by different

accounting

was restricted

in the interim

as was scored

on repeat

consistency

factors

t he age variable

-.2 1 with the degree

- . 38 with composite

tings

correlations

This age factor

ternal

value.

and rotational

month, zero to eleven,

Reliability

higher

at age four were found to have some relationship

In computing

the particular

at a still

17 settings.

The low and erratic
of the items

tends

The discrimination

for ages
was cor-

The average
correlations

sug-

to be transcended
required

to

consistently
probably

make disk settings

at a particular

beyond the capabilities

Table 6.

Average interitem

Individual

level

of the perceptual

correlations

of accuracy

is

system at any age

for ages four,

seven and eleven.

Average Correlation
With All Items
Age 4
Age 7
Age 11

Items

Disk 1

oo
90°
55°
140°
20°
120°

.20
.19
.04
.21
-.04
.10

.07
.02
. 05
.01
.08
-.06

.19
.17
.06
.01
.01
.1 3

.11
.03
.20
.09
.07
.22

.02
.05
-.07
.16
.15
. 09

.01
.09
.07
.20
.08
.08

.02
.14
-.03
.09
.17
.20

.02
.13
-.03
.06
.12
-.01

.14
.04
.05

.03

.11

.05

. 08

Disk 2

oo
90°
55°
140°
20°
120°
Disk 3

oo
90°
55°
140°
20°
120°
Overall

level.

Average

With the PRA technique

always be partially

mediated

the accuracy

.oo
.oo

of a particular

by chance factors

setting

must

which tend to be averaged

out in the group mean.
Combining a series
feet

of non-systematic

relations

of readings

for any individual

chance components,

as more systematic

seven in Table 7 illustrates

components
this

also

allowing

are summed.

pri!lciple.

reduces

the ef-

increasing

The matrix

'.The correlations

corfor age

between
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angular

settings

average

score

age disk
tions

are lowest
on an angle

score

of disk

to angle

Each subject's

readings,

whereas

each aver-

of six compass settings.
higher

Correla-

and generally

positive.

correlation
matrix for average error
and for each disk at age seven.

at each

oo

90°

55°

140°

20°

120°

.34

-.03

.22

.44

.54

.53

.27

. 76

.46

.32

.39

.10

.34

• 78

.39

.7 8

.34

.20

.34

.62

.44

.36

• 79

.26

-.21

.43

.17

-.19

.26

-.17

. 26

.13

- .06

.34

.0 4

-.02

-.03

.37

.05

.65

.3 8

. 74

Disk 3

.41

Disk 2

negative.

on three

are consequently

Disk 2
Disk 1

is based

is based on a series

Product-moment
compass setting

Table 7.

and frequently

Disk 3

oo
90°
55°
140°

.3 2

20 °

Total

.44

120°

Discussion
Acceptance
measurements

was regarded

the scoring
obtained
nated

of the research

of particular

at all

ages for those
error.

.52 was far below the value
as appropriate

tnconsistencies

dependent

of error.
sources

relative

The null

of variance

used in basic

of the rotation

of block

in performance,

to reliability

of

upon age level

and

hypothesis

clearly

which were desig-

Even at age four

of .80 whichNunnally

for any instrument

In an examination
a.lso noted

as conditional,
types

non-transpositional

hypothesis

the coefficient

of

(1967) would regard
research.
designs , John (1964)

suggesting

that

differences
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in approach

to the task

the erratic

nature

appears
well

beset

of rotational

intrinsic

reliability

be circumscribed

reliability

to validly

identify
was there

sistently
five

the range

related

the attributes

error

scended

that

range

Assuming that
was not a chance

error

obtain

Differential
with age.

to be mediated

by factors

of impulsivity

and motivation.

and longitudinal
Should

suggesting

and cor-

that

fairly

as both categories

of

few transpositions

and

that

of the particular

in preschool

disabilities

At age

extensive

chance

of composite

level

learning

might be con-

factors

tran-

of measurements.

by the PRA might have some application

ting

was still

the

Only at

of personality.

error

fered

the PRA would be useful

of variance

to

dif ficult

would make it

the PRA registered

characteristic

in the low correlations

trend,

for age five

the high reliability

years.

a developmental

traits

of non-transpositional

any consistency

a ppear

of transpositions,

By age six

as

of which milit ~te

all

by the age trends.

sources

with individualized

were scored.

such a small

denoted

an indication

might also

factors,

fluctuations

performance

of non-transpositional

high reliabilities

factors,

which demonstrate

with the occurrence

the PRA technique

in motivational

of individual

of individual

identified

for

performance.

and level

by factors

inadequate

age four

fluctuations

of individual

might account

Similarly,

and environmental

the range

Although

variables

errors.

by uncontrollable

as other

against

or in motivational

rates

Reliable

of perceptual

in assessing

readiness

at age four

sample,

the

in measuring

individual

task

are apparent

differences
as well

factors

would have to be determined

appear

as by factors

as registered

for school

of-

developmental

of development

development

Whether these

error

by

or in predic-

by rep li c:iU ve

studies.

replication

establish

that

the PRA is an effective

research
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instrument
ations

at preschool

levels

in the PRA task

it

would be of value

to extend

its

where learning

disabilities

of measurement

might be approached

items,

(2) adjusting

broaden

the range

more diversified

sistent

make their

use int0

appearance.

the primary

the number of test

or discriminative

level

and (3) extending

of performance,

grades

Improved reliability

by (1) increasing

the difficulty

of items

testing

to

to include

a

sample of subjects.

The PRA exercise
position

reliable

to make some alter-

involved

only three

and six observations
correlations

for each design.

between

page 59, indicates

that

observations

designs

an increase

or disks,
in test

for each compass

The higher

and more con-

as depicted

in Table 7 on

items

would favorably

affect

reliabilities.
The discrimination
accuracy

of line

in most children

by age four.

may have seemed a trivial
lending

task

to random responding

probably

reduced

particularly

table

starting

Also,

the use of a design

tionally

oriented

tap broader
Certain

no real

requiring

difficulty

analytical

compass positions

may also

attitude
error.

while

easily
level

which

controlling

turn-

rotations.
as direc-

for age six and older.

of cognitive

be found from interitem

in Table 6 on page 58, to contribute

settings

Using a de-

perceived

and abstractive

levels

of

challenge,

the component of gross

which would be less

in the higher

discriminative

skills

would

functioning.
analyses,

to a greater

range

as
of

variation.

Low reliabilities
ted range

would exploit

degree

of the disk

careless

to transpositions,

variations

illustrated

to a fair

on non-transpositional

might increase

The use of a design

Matching

or the observed

contributive
positi ons,

matures

to some, providing

correlations

sign

direction

of deviance

at age six were also
of the sample.

attributable

Probably

to the restric-

very few cases

of minimal
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cerebral

dysfunction

from Edith
able
It

Bowen School,

discrimination

is quite

flected

a limited

that

the nursery

range

for using

range

of abilities

existed

of individuals

of development

school

the range

of reli-

or training.

sample of four year

olds re-

of the elementary
of devi ant c .t e -

representative

the PRA technique

in the sample

was not capable

than did pupils

in the sample woul d extend

bilities

deficits

and the PRA exercise

The inclusion

gories

learning

within

possible

a broader

school.

tal

or special

of scores

to discriminate

and verify
certain

possi-

developmen-

anomalies.
Validational
No. 4

Hypothesis

PRA judgments
telli

of the rotation

ge nce as measured

The measurement
assessed

by a standardi

provided

zed device,

on intertest

Test

diagnostic

ar e related

t he Quick

to in-

Test

(QT) .

with scores

on three

correlations

.05 and .01 levels

to the rotational

ins t rument,

the Minnesota

(MPD).

correlations

Table 8 shows the product-moment

olds,

stimuli

by the PRA is related

by a standardized

Percepto-Diagnostic
Findings

of visual

No. 5

Hypothesis

factor

Comparisons

other

correlations

instruments.

For the sample of seven year

of .40 and .52 are required
respective

l y.
Test,

for significance

The correlation

Metropolitan

and the Quick

achievement,

is the only statistically

of PRA performance

an expected

of .59 between

relationship

significant

at the

between

coefficient

the
I Q and

in the

matrix.
The PRA and MPDprovide

scores

of rotational

error

or perceptual-

• 63
motor inaccuracy,

consequently

and achievement.

The PRA relationships

Table 8.

correlating

negatively

with intelli

gence

for both Disk 3 and the total

of

Intercorrelations
for the seven year old group on Metropolitan
Achievement, MPD, Quick Test, and PRA.
PRA
Metro

MPD

-.2 8
.59

-.13

Metropolitan
Quick

all

three

with
for

Test

disks

are presented

the MPDwhich utilizes
three

Disk 3

QT

of its

six

was no correlation

to provide

a better

-.03
- .28

-.20

-.25

- .21

basis

the same Bender- Gestalt

cards.

Nevertheless,

in rotational

it

tendencies

Total for
Disks 1,
2, and 3
.15

for comparison

pattern

is remarkable

of Disk 3
that

there

for the two instruments

for

Disk 3.
Squaring
ance between
the technique
small

the Pearson

of partial

politan

of less

disclosed

that

than 1 percent.

accounts

that

PRA and MPDis produced

Removing the effect

Similarly,

the overlap

vari-

Application

of

59 percen t of this
by the common variable

of intelligence

for most of the observed

l eft an overlap

the common variab l e of incorrelation

of t he Metro-

with the PRA and MPD.

The group average
ation

correlation

between

of intelligence.

telligence

indicated

PRA tota l and MPDwas onl y 2 . 25 percent .

relationship

variance

coefficients

of 18 .1.

on the Quick Test was 113.6 with a standard

Table 9 indicates

the MPD was 50.1 with a standard

that

the mean for seven year

deviation

of 15.7.

olds

devion

The MPDstandard~
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ization

group for age seven,

Table 9.

Sample

MPD: Normative

ent sample agrees

The -.21

standardization

-.28

19.6

112.0

-.17

of 19.6.

Hence the MPDmean of the pres-

with that

of the standardization

group is considerably

obtained

The present

between

did not correlate,

Each of these

of intelligence

the two instruments

performance
it

higher.

indicate

is less

do not reflect

of -.28

to accept

the null

the same factors.
sustains

that

the

than 10 percent.

comported

for the MPD, and since

was necessary

was compar-

I Q and MPD for the

figures

and rotation

between PRA and QT similarly

of no relationship

group,

sample showed a coefficient

the seven year old group under study

to standard

Discussion

113.6

of -.17

group.

variance

correlation

15.7

of Quick Test and PRA measurements

between MPDand Quick Test.

Since

50.1

for the larger

to the correlation

Correlation
with IQ

IQ

very closely

correlation

sample and
Test.

s

deviation

though the variance

close

IQ of 112, showed a mean

x

Group

of 50.5 and standard

overlap

a comparable

Comparison of seven year old children
from present
normative group on the Minnesota Percepto-Diagnostic

MPD: Present

able

having

reasonably

MPDand PRA scores
hypothesis

that

The negligible
the null

hypothesis

with intelligence.

of validational

It was considered

comparisons
unlikely

that

the absence

ship between MPDand PRA was due in part
seven year old group transpositional

error

of anticipated

to methods of scoring.

relationFor the

on the PRA was not included

Data from Table 5 on page 55 indicates

in the scoring.
there

were only six instances

present

of errors

sample of seven year

versals.

It would appear

errors

olds

that

of correlative

gible

correlation

corroborative
typical

between

rotational

Kendall
tional

that

upon the factors

certainly

Test

nections

currence

of rotations

indicating

that

A factor
dependence
focus

output

covert

age or iconic

central

central

representation
defects,

"converge n ce 1'

differing

mediated

,

ce

The oc cur-

out the motor con-

reliability

in the oc-

the rotations.
rotations

is the subject's
stimulus.

and the reproduced

1964).

immaturity

of corresponden

modes of motor duplication,

is mediated

(Bruner,

the

by the work of McPher-

image of the visual

the standard

phenomena.

stimulus

rules

a 91 pe rcent

methods of inducing

between

choice

condition

processes

the correspondence

due to constitutional

and measure rota-

in terms of whether

This is affirmed

under vastly

upon a retained

figure,

induce

of the input

output

variables.

measure

such as the Graham-

to the occurr ence of these

reproduction

common to all

is shifted

did not reliably

instruments,

(1955) who demonstrated

son and Pepin

must be taken as

not from age six and upwards.

may be classed

under either

as essential

instruments

only a visua l ly mediated

or invo l ves a visual-motor
of rotations

the negli-

ages than did the PRA facilitates

Device s t o measure rotation
r equires

for validity,

(MFD), reliably

which are basic

outpu t beha vior

of transpositional
for the ab-

the PRA methodology

the MPDand similar

phenomena at later

or re-

in accounting

condition

the PRA and other

Memory for Designs

On the MPD the

in PRA and MPD.

phenomena,

that

by age seven

of mirroring

the scoring
factor

is a necessary

evidence

The fact

ual

showed no instances

omitting

variance

Since reliability

rence

of transposition.

on the PRA would be a negligible

sence

that

As vis-

or selected

by means of a retained
If the covert

or emotional

im-

image shift s

stresses,

the
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external
inner

choice
icon.

of orientation

Also,

may rotate

an uncertain

newer orientations

inner

suggested

in consonance

image may shift

by multiple

choices

with

the shifting

as influenced

offered

by

in a non-motor

test.
An interval
methodologies

of dependence
whether

on the iconic

the standard

figure

the PRA and MPD or is removed after
the Bannatyne
the central

Visuo-Spatial
image,

by (1) decreasing
the complexity
cation.

(Fabian,

is continuously

a measured

Memory Test

(BVSMT). However,

of exposure

to the standard,

figure,

and (3) by requiring
also

the age level

dependence

on

may be increased
(2) adding

to

motor dupli-

adds to the relative

at which the procedure

difficulty
is applicable

1945).
be noted
changes

that

the factor

in the task

of motor duplication

which affects

and the consequent

meaning of the response.

in a copying

the factor

intervening

task,
variable

of cerebral

(Bannatyne,

1969),

a configuration

removes the operation

tion,

an analysis

requiring

dance of the motor synthesis
on the cognitively

directed

an interval

of figural

duplication

stress

toward earlier

co pying orientation.

Designs

components

requirements

in the ontogenetic
are regressively

is involved
as an

motor duplication
of global

gui-

of concentration

elements

representation,
processes

emergence

not only
but if

the

are actuated.

the subject

rotated

of

percep-

and the cognitive

The period
of figural

processing

is introduced

from the sphere

regressive

from task
stages

Requiring

intro-

handedness

dominance

on the iconic

difficulty,

central

Since

of elements.

of dependence

is of sufficient

With sufficient
gress

as on

as on the MFDor

the period

affecting

duces qualitative

task

exposure

of rotations,

procedures

in all

displayed

the occurrence

of the stimulus

It must also

poses

occurs

favoring

Anyone of these

of the task,

representation

tends

to re-

of spatial

and

toward verticality
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in ielation

to field

Fabian's
tra1es

lines

of the copied

for copying.

From a review

stat us at preschool
cati)n

Designs

levels

devices

to the ver90 degree

is minimal,

regressive

of cognitive

in the subject's

would appear

allowing
a clear

also

dimension

appliview of

tendencies

functioning.

response

to motivation

it

developmental

which allow

introducing

fa ctor which has been related

or re-

The unlimited
permits

a free

of personality,

and school

success

a

(Zucker

1968).
Discussion

of Other Findings

differences

No hypothesis
anc females.
lating

was made concerning

Nevertheless,

theoretical

ma) also

aid in the design

in nean scores

of further

level

performance

of the findings

concerning

were statistically
occurred

the relative

of the PRA, and

research.

except

more accurately

age eight,

significant.

at age eleven,

of males

may aid in formu-

the operation

boys as a group performed

at every developmental

the differences

certain

constructs

It was found that
girls

level

of the reflectivity-impulsivity

an d Stricker,

a rotation

in assessing

can be selected

without

choi ce of disk positions

Sernal

of rotational

Difficulty

qui r i ng the use of higher

ex?r ession

ori-

olds rotated

of the PRA exercise,

might be applicable

development

and simpler

and six year
being

illus-

did not occur at any age level.

levels.

at age four.

perceptual

task

of the operation

that the PRA technique

to a preferred

of these

nonmotor

to the vertical

toward verticalization

of the five

80 percent

Yet on the simpler

rotations

figure

Over half

the Bender No. 3 design,
tical.

horizon.

(1945) study of the tendency

the rotation

entction

or the terrestrial

although

The greatest

where the t ratio

than
none of
difference

reflected

a
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probability

level

of .06.

Results

view of studies

of spatial

ability,

to score

than girls.

higher

Sex differences

as 88 percent

instances

of reversals

divergence

exceptional
Spatial

cases

is less

images.

than

.01.

and six,

showed traces

of this

to spatial

table

according

lines.

of girls

The probability
The relative

boys tend

of trans-

demonstrated

for such a dif-

percentages

showed

and by ages seven and eight

only

factor.

age level.

in the estimation
in elucidating

The angles

such as the 20 degree
for age four.

factors,

and no hypothesis

adaptation

of his

more extensive

his

dealing

of error

position

is offered

in the difficulty
of spatial

is an aspect

gaze horizontally,

environment
horizontal

with orienta-

to right

displaced

from the typical

for age seven and the 55 degree

for

are attributable

to chance

them.

level

for particular

angles

The initial

of man's biological

nature

shpere.

Man stands

and the typically

recede.

in the

is much the same at each

orientation.

oriented

of error

and variance.

become the reference
lines

rotational

the measures

from left

are unusually

to a gravitationally

and extends

ordered

These discrepancies

lows the known development
to the vertical

studies

for each setting

Only a few settings

position

are

degree

difficulty

The progression

of various

Table 10, page 69, provides

to relative

The relative

trend,

trends

might be of value

for each age level.

lines

that

orientation

positions

tion

indications

(1962) re-

at age four in the production

at ages five

The developmental

tion

with Oetzel's

of boys but only 45 percent
or mirror

in proportion

little

providing

were apparent

positions

ference

would accord

markers

shorter

fol-

orientaand his
vertically
vertical

from which the

Table

10.

Mean and standard

oo

deviation

of rotation

error

at each disk

120°

20°

90°

setting

.

140°

55°

Age

x

s

x

s

x

s

x

s

4

4.3

2.5

9...6

8.5

13.7

7. 6

15.9

5

4.1

3.0

6.1

3.4

10.0

5.2

6

2.7

1.9

4.9

2.6

5.6

7

1.8

1.1

3.4

2.1

8

2.0

1.4

3.3

9

2.0

1.3

10

.9

11

LO

x

s

x

10.3

12. 8

7.7

16.8

8.3

9.6

5.1

11.9

6.o

9.9

5.1

2. 6

7. 8

3.6

8.o

4.1

6.9

2.8

8.3

5_.3

8.o

3.1

8.7

4.7

7.7

3.7

1.9

5.9

2.4

7.4

3.3

8.9

3.2

8.8

4.2

3.4

2.2

6.5

2.0

5.5

2.3

6.9

2.7

9.6

5.1

.9

2o2

.2

5. 2

2.3

5.0

2o2

6.6

4.,8

5.9

3.2

.9

2.2

1.3

4.5

2. 4

5. 6

3.3

6.6

2.5

5.9

3.2

s

()'\

'°
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Vertical
perceived

segments

of line

as vertical,
more difficulty,

surround

are usually

lines.

seen as oblique

The essence

of depth

perception

The degree

in judging

Rotational

ing of verticality
Getman, 1967).

Up-down reversals

tend to disappear

The oblique

are

1964),

earliest

occurs

stabilize,

lines

with

consequently

offering

no cardinal

diamond children
to place

three-dimensional
Ames, 1964).

errors

axis

locus

(Beery,

not only struggle
the longer
awareness

axis
elicited

in a vertical

Ilg,

and

than left-right
tasks

accuracy

of

1968a).
and most difficult

and reproduction
1968a).

to

continue

Diagonal

compo-

which are conducive

are

typical

In attempting

with oblique

in learn-

The greatest

designs

The diamond shapes

tasks

in orientational

(Berry,

of positioning

for copying.

in copying

the last

more apt to produce

and transposition.

line.

frequently

1965).

orientations

in the progres-

1961; Gesell,

less

are still

with both depth

(Taylor,

occur

the vertical

the diagonal

lies

The precedence

and vertical

errors

perspective
lines

orientation

are developmentally

The greatest

oblique

axis.

(Rosenblith,

along

rotation

motivated

established

it

to mirror

reflected

of an oblique

the vertical

is well

and Weiner,

reproduction

the rotation

to favor

linear

displaced

process

the median

of the observer,

becomes associated

movement toward a simpler

might be expected

in our three-dimensional

side

through

angularly

of obliquity

Horizontality

to the tendency

a complex developmental

accuracy

(Wohlwill

that

are always

as they approach

to either

lending

and direction,

nents

extends

recognition

lines

except

obliquity,

horizontal.

to occur

line

ingrained.

horizontal

a mirrored

in the perceptual

sive

since

As a horizontal

presents

or displacement

and are most readily

presents

plane.

at any depth

lines,

in

to reproduce

the

but are further

position

by the horizontal

examples

to

to reduce
form (Ilg

and

the
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The PRA technique
tial

orientation.

ing disk

disks

certain
disk

Variable

to facilitate

frameworks
tating

appears

to test

field

studies
1960).

against

a vertical

an arrangement

of placing

Direction

to a few cardinal

tributions

of position

group tendency

major axis.

a design

axis.

error

the face of each
point

of view.

limiting

response

was considered

the oblique

angles

the an gle between

120 degree

settings

toward more than 40 degrees
On the other

in terms

hand,

and the

to be displaced
axis,

and the 140 de-

displacement

when the separation

was only 20 degrees,

dis-

showed a consis-

the setting

tended

away from the 90-270 degree

from the vertical

from the
of the true

this

setting

by Jastrow

(1893)

was adjudged

to the vertical.
Data appears

Wursten,

with studies

(1949)

by Beery (1968b).

might best

move their

quite

by these

as their

like

line

further

there

by Piaget

as a tendency

the tendency

studies

experiments

In the study

be described

reproduced

axis,

required

to accord

and Johannot

terpreted

tical

without

for

For each age group frequency

for

to exaggerate

tended

0-1 80 degree

sults

patterns.

For example,

gree settings

closer

across

from a relative

of error

of rotation

estimates

than 30 degrees

setting

both ro-

positions.

of direction

of both group and individual

further

of spatial

of rotation

The question

tent

the rotat-

might be more appropriate

could be placed

to orient

of spa-

around

the role

background
line

to studies

for clarifying

The PRA method would allow measurement
possibilities

adaptable

could be placed

Perhaps

A variable

the ability

lines

needed

(Wohlwill,

studies.

to be quite

and in-

and by Beery,

re-

of subjects

the horizontal

with the PRA.

appeared

are reviewed

on the part

from either

and Piaget,

or the ver-

With the simple

to be an attempt

to

to counter

task
the
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tendency

to merge displacements

of 20 degrees

and smaller

with the major

that

of discrimina-

axes.
Individual
tion

patterns

or rotation

direction

might occur

because

of chance

image would involve
tation

on the PRA indicated
in either
factors.

a particular

involving

a shift

direction

of image into

lateral

not consistent

in type or direction

would appear

significance
Specie

that

verticalization

of an

of movement, this

quadrants,

However,

these

for any one child.
of rotation

assessment

type of ro-

type of error,

or opposite

movement.

the direction

in the diagnostic

occurred
shifts

At this

were

juncture

with the PRA task

has no

of children.

differences
Considerable

various

species

tested

thus

are able

experimentation

far--the

(Ziegler

cat,

images.

species
tions

Sutherland

depends

receptive

the visual

children

oblique

could

lines

presented

not discriminate

in the visual

the cat had specific

by Rudel and Teuber

(1963) that

mirror

obliques

the ability

in different

This idea relates

detected

1963) are

successively

that

lines

number of cells

system which particularly

Findings

However, only the

1965) and the cat (Sutherland,

between rectangular

(1962) that

and young child--

from vertical.

in each orientation.

by Hubel and Wiesel

between

All of the species

goldfish,

(1963) has hypothesized

on the relative

fields

the differences

direction.

octopus,

horizontal

between

to discriminate

of line

pigeon,

and Schmerler,

to differentiate

mirror

has explored

in discrimination

to discriminate

pigeon
able

or vertical

or counterclockwise

The transpositional

adjacent

in a definable

it

a clockwise
Although

did not occur with the PRA.

errors

oblique
three

as
of a

orientasystem having

to the discovery

receptor

cells

in

lines.
and four year old

suggested

that

the
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discriminative

cells

had not matured

Over and Over (1967) proposed
ages in young children
processes,

could

procedures
involved

readily

detect

the recognition

differences

that

Further,

be a matter

of deficiency

appears

to lie

oblique

line

slant,

to be classified

The PRA exercise
is quite

preschool
its

ing

child

character

priate

distinct

training
(Cronin,

Position

at least
all

by

angular

images d~es not appear

slanting

lines.

to

The problem

or perceived

as identical

to the mirrored

si milarly

having

of coordinating
of linear
that

features.

one

for detecting
organized

cor-

of transposed

im-

perspective.
the occurrence

angularity.

To the

of an image in no way affected
Only with maturation

of mirrored

or direction

form through

cells

a laterally

to perceive

or mirroring

does the positioning

1967).

that

which allows

from the ability

or categorical

activity.

of the brain

demonstrated

the rotation

model to replicated
resentation.

aspects

in memory

organization

The cat and pigeon,

the mirrored

he held

for detecting

with mirror

in categorizing

do not have the problem

tex with

ages

the difficulty

in the lateral

counterpart.

orientation

cells

coding

although

orientation,

a categorizing

receptor

im-

They found that

on the PRA tend to verify

age four humans have appropriate
positions.

in the input

in line

of similarity,

However,

of mirror

capacities.

a particular

of children

ages.

the poor discrimination

to categorization

which required

The responses

at these

was not due to deficiencies

but was related

children

that

sufficiently

elements

and approtake on mean-

may then be transferred

the mediµm of a stabilized

iconic

from
rep-
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REPLICATIVEMEASUREMENTS
The initial
suggested

that

to age six.
within

traits

at age four.

velopmental

sals,

at this

and the production

likely

affected

these

starting

not feasible.

positions

designs

Further,

reli-

of the PRA method
measurement

study

decided
studies

it

of mirror

of de-

was recognized

images and rever-

turntable.
precise

to introduce
and obtain

impossible.

for some subjects

of their

had not been controlled,

duplicative

and rotational

sample.

transpositions
positions

It was therefore

per-

may only have

had made duplication

the scoring

of these

error

age as well as at four.

controls

by the starting

which might favor

results

and any potential

of the initial

had required

prior

a measure of stable

with the particular

in initial

reliability

rotational

However, the obtained

a repetition

imperfections

application

would depend upon the reliable

characteristics

In considering

to provide

for age five,

screening

reliable

which combined all

appeared

a chance occurrence

for preschool

between ages four and eleven,

might find

A method of scoring

was not assessed

Highest

subjects

the PRA technique

of 50 degrees

reflected

that

utilizing

a limit

sonality

ability

study,

Since

replication

various

further

was

was

changes

information

about

phenomena.
Changes in Methodology

Rationale

for disk positioning

For each measurement
fied

position

prior

the subject's

to exposure

would then have the same initial

turntable

of the examiner's
percept

was placed
disk.

of discrepancy

at a speci-

Each subject
between

the two
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disks,

and also

ties

have the same cues for direction

for stopping

nipulations

rotation

of the first

ple of matching

placed

match.

Vertical

in each quadrant.

40 degrees

270

90

0

ma-

the princiand

the examiner's

for the subject

Interitem

positions

to attempt

a

were used to insure

starting
the effect

suggested

that

positions

330

120

90

180

0

were retained,

stability

of inviting

three

invited

the succeeding

points

though
of 30 and

and were selected

( CW) or counterclo
error.

as the nearest
settings

settings,

of measurements.

of transpositional

three

one pos i tion

ed displacements

a clockwise

CCWrotation

t he hori-

of 90 as in the

required

of in itial

the utiliz

although

instead

four settings

were at cardinal

on the occurrence

whereas

220

correlations

(CCW) rotation
settings

was utilized:

toward 270 degrees

from major axes favored

Subject

positions

180

The succeeding

somewhat indefinite,

approach

ckwise

The f i rst
to a perfect

posed a CWrotation.

for designs

Design appeared
tational

grasped

Revealing

from the examiner

60

0

was shifted

experiment.

Rationale

Trial

disk was then hidden

position.

of turntable

and horizontal

orientation

match,

position.

each child

invitation

reinforcers

sequence

Subject

to balance

that

and possibili-

high motivation.

Examiner

initial

or mirrored

The examiner's

by a verbal

Social

The following

zontal

insured

at the prescribed

disk was accompanied

or maintain

disk

the orientation.

each turntable

precise

at a reversed

of rotation

error.

to in~eract

Hence there

wi th technique

could be no reservoir

sample or apply

in any application

would be useful

to test a variety

of the rotating
of configurations,

in the production
of tested
disks.

of ro-

designs
Although

such a pI'ocedure

to
it
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would be appropriate

only after

to have some value.

For present

based on rational
Question
ture

had been raised

er by increasing

or substituted
The boxlike

about

to affect

would be favored

for ages five

of matching

familiar,

and extending

a fourth

design

task

difficulty

i mage facilitated
various

and old-

was added,

raising

were also

al-

.
as the initial

i ntroduction

orientations.

disk.

of the child

Although

exceeded Bender No. 3 design

it

na-

the range of

Designs

house shown on page 32 was retained

the technique

was

and unchallenging

to 24 per child.

readings

of this

of designs

the simplicity

Accordingly,

The familiarity

quite

the selection

the number of measurements

of the items.

or method was demonstrated

considerations.

Reliability

the number of individual
tered

purposes

and theoretical

of the PRA task.

difficulty

the instrument

this

in posing

to

design

was

or inducing

transpositions.
The straight
offering
placed

was quite

no way of registering
on the line

evidence
set

line

there

was no basis

rather

to assess

in such a simple

indicator

figure

with a design

impair

global

figures,

of direction.

in which the factor

perception.

tendency

the degree

was

experimental

the circle.

the occurrence

had not involved

than the more familiar

as an integrated

to discriminate

inch circle

The of fto rever se

of offset.

of mirrorizations

could not be anticipated.

The Bender No. 3 design
quirement

offsetting

although

Without

the developmental

marker would affect

design

A three-eights

9 on page 77.

for optimally

than the capacity

Whether the reversal

of mirrorization,

reversals.

as shown in Figure

was deemed sufficient

figures

susceptible

This design,

a higher

level

and had been readily
It

was decided

of dimensional
shown in Figure

was a Necker type cube in which the given directional

of task reperceived

to replace
confusion

this
might

10 on page 77
indicator

was

77

Figure

Figure

10.

9.

Design No. 2 adjusted

The cube outline

to register

reversals.

used as Design No. 3

78
placed

so that

settings.

of the cube would be oblique

It was hypothetically

be able
lating

the lines

to stabilize

their

perception

three-dimensional

mensional

objects

sociated

as flat

readiness

row of five

design,

equally

ments of the examiner's
lent

elements,

complished
quarter

were differentially

of direction.
the Gestalt

aligned

Precision

disks,

perception

with the orienting

Such perceptual

gruity

of size

may be developmentally

assess

relative

Though there
determining
well

1962).

are no pertinent
appropriate
that

(Clements,

studies

distractibility

could be ac-

disk would be aided

based upon conto later

The fourth

is associated

skills

disk might also

of the field

elements.

offering

and field

by

in each of the re-

related

of redundency

numbers of criterial

equiva-

an indication

categorization

freedom from the distraction

established

learning

(Wohlwill,

ele-

Two blackened

row of circles

compass positions.

classification

matching

row offered

the fourth

a key

The field

so that

quired

in cognitive

and

1959).

row of circles.

of the criterial

and spacing

Lefever,

though containing

arranged

in orienting

three-di-

has been as-

inch circles.

only by means of the criterion

inch circles

of the vacil-

11 on page 79, featured

three-eighth

and subject's

would not

in perceiving

(Frostig,

damage (Hunt,

shown in Figure

spaced

because

representations

for school

required

some subjects

Difficulty

two-dimensional

1961) and with brain

The fourth

that

of the figure

properties.

with impaired

Whittlesay,

considered

at all

a basis

elements,

with disorders

it

for
is
of

1966).
Hypothesis

The null

hypothesis

would be no significant
year old children.

which motivated
reliability

the second study

of PRA measurements

was that

there

on four and five

79
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The test-retest
weeks.
again

method was used,

Alternative
be applied

modes of scoring
to ascertian

with the interval
particular

the relative

sources

stability

extended

to two

of error

would

of these

types

of

error.

The Sample
The sample was obtained
dergarten

of Ogden, Utah.

at the nursery
the second
essary

during

study.

method,

from the Children's
The four and five

the January,

was excluded.

group with approximately

old,

of testing

too retarded

There were twenty-six

equal

and Kin-

year old children

J.970, period

Only one four year

World Nursery

registered

were used in
to grasp

children

the nec-

in each age

numbers of males and females.

Average age

of the two groups was 54.3 months and 65.4 months.
Again,
question

the sample was not representative,

draws children

from a broad area

although

the nursery

in

and is not a neighborhood

es-

tablishment.
Findings
Table 11 on page 81, showing means and standard
two methods of scoring,

provided

ance of the two age groups.
decrements

in all

sources

though in each instance
apparent
sitions

factor

The figures
of error

accompanied

of learning

of the relative

on overall

between

by an increment

perform-

performance

the two testing

for the

show

sessions,

in deviation.

was most marked in the decrease

alThis

in transpo-

for age five.
The rate

signs

an indication

deviations

of occurrence

of transposition

for each of the four de-

with the group at age four was 26, 29, 49, and 76, respectively.
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The five

year

only 13, 9, 16, a:id 64 transpositions

old group manifest

for each of the disks.

Table ll .

Mean and standard deviation
of rotation
erTor for each disk
on test-retest
with two methods of scorin g at ag es four and
fi ve.
Not Scored

TransEositions

Transnosi.tions

Retest

Initial

Initial

Retest

s

x

17.8
15.2

9.1
8. 8

18.5
12.3

9.6
9.5

5.7
4,3

17,9
1.3. 8

10.2
9,8

17.4
12. 7

9.6
8.8

19.4
18.2

6.7
6.0

30.1
21.4

10.2
8.9

26.5
21.0

11.2
9 ..0

6.4
4.2

15.1
13.1

6.4
5.6

32.0
28. 6

11.0
11. 7

29.8
23.5

11.1
10. 4

3.5
3.3

14.5
12. 8

4.9
4.3

23.5
19.8

7.8
7.5

23.1
17.4

8.5
7.9

x

s

x

11.7
11. 8

4.9
3.8

12.4
10.4

6.3
5.7

11.9
10.8

4.7
4.5

12,5
9.8

22.7
18.5

5.1
6. 1

15.5
11.7
15.l+
1;2.2

s

x

Scores
s

Disk 1
Age 4
Age 5
Disk 2
Age 4
Age 5
Disk 3
Age 4
Age 5
Disk 4
Age 4
Age 5
Overall
Age 4
Age 5

Table 12 provides
design

to the overall

ing of transpositional
:i.ty

of' :i' ,1 i

aJ.l sources

of rotational

reliability.
error

error

reliability
of error

of the relative

.

contributions

Again as in the first

substantially

vid ual performance

nroduc c~ .. n overall
its

an indication

Scoring

improved
all

sources

study

the measured

of each
the scorstabil-

of rotat i onal error

of .82 at age four and .9 3 at age five.

were combined in the scoring,

the correl a tion

with months of age was -.31 for ag e four and -. 46
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with age five.

Combining the two age groups

of .89 over the two week interval

bility

prod~ced

an overall

relia-

of -.46 with

and a correlation

months of age.

Table 12.

Reliability
coefficients
for each disk at ages four and five
for two methods of scoring.
Disk 2

Disk 1
Age 4 (N

Disk 4 Overall

= 26)

Transpositions

Scored

Transpositions

Not Scored

Age 5 (N

Disk 3

.78
.80

.55
.47

.78
.19

• 71

.36

.82
.69

.85
.59

.84
.60

.53
.20

.6 8
.34

.93
.77

= 26)

Transpositions

Scored

Transpositions

Not Scored

Discussion
The findings
the null
nique

on reliability

hypothesis

in basic

and to sustain

research

which can be assessed

school

learning

Further

The second study,
doubt as to whether
ity

was diminished

Table 12 suggests
ficulty

tended

grades

angular
using

that

designs

necessary

of the PRA techWhether the

in arriving

to

more difficult

to orient,

three

and four

more inconsistency

etc.
left

and whether

the ease of orientation.

some

reliabil-

The data from

the higher

in rotational

by fol-

at optimal

number of settings,

were being assessed

with disks

to produce

to reject

would have to be determined

positions,

new factors
by reducing

ap plication

characteristics.

work is also

of designs,

impressive

by the method bear any relationship

in the primary

low-up studies.

further

on perceptual

traits

combinations

are sufficiently

level
error

of difwhich

derived

from non-transpositional

Observations
than

tendencies

the extreme
criterion

of subject
to mirror

degrees

scoring

required

rants

be classified

these

errors

turned

tried

alternative

traverse

able

their

locations

in making a match,
d the longer

route

not detect

the

struggled

were obviously
method of

or adjacent

quad-

Though many of
contributed

method.
relative

to the effects

attempting

error .
a match.

for the difficult

their

of

they apparently

of rotational

disk before

other

in certain

The standard

of transposition.

were obtained

to rotate

position.

factors

or unsuccessfully

Some subjects

transpositions,

of the scoring
data

could

of image to opposite

errors

on the occurrence

fully

direction

shifts

were not true

No reliable

appeared

any disk

a child

design

elements.

as gross

to the reliability

of rotation

all

that

images were involved

on the fourth

to accept

indicated

Occasionally

field

that

also

or reverse

row of circles

and inclined

behavior

of error.

to match the discrepant
lost

sources.

Some subjects
Others

designs .

with equal

ease in either

though

frequently

the direction

match.

play-

studiously

Most

disk

to the true

of direction

subjec t s
a CWor CCW
of rotation
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SUMMARY
ANDCONCLUSION
S
The perceptual
as a feature
measurement
increasing
sis

of special

wi th diffe ring

t ation

learning

application

tab lishment

of visual

of the direction

of rotational

opmental

rotation

remains

of lawful

and behavioral

the i nit i al applications
of rotational

The major instrument
Appar atus

(PRA),

It

and Tested

was graduated

the discr epancies

and various

into

has been designated

consisted

bearing

360 degrees

rotational

horizontally,
t ive desi gns .

from 22 to

turntabl

es

, the exa mwere f ashA circu mfer -

to allow a dire ct reading

position

Bowen Laboratory

the Perceptual

The two turntables

alterna

Subject s wer e drawn from Children's
of Ogden , Utah, and Edith

This disserwhich might add

of two concentric

in the set t ing of the two disks

recte d t o matc h the exact

.

devel-

Samples

and th e subject's

to recei ve round disks

and the es-

phenomena.

utilized

i n er 1s mounted vertically

ence scale

to correlate,
rotation

the ba-

manifestations

of a tec hnique

mounted dia met r ical ly on a round table.

ioned

However,

unknown , its

between

The

phenomenon is finding

diagnostics.

largely

grades.

anomali es has needed refinement

Instruments

Rota tion

of this

has been difficult

relationships

has long been observed

in the primary

in psychological

instruments

to our knowledge

defects

and degree

tendency

describes

stimuli

as the subject

of the examiner's

of

was didisk.

World Nurser y and Kindergarten
School

at Logan,

Utah.

44 over the age range of four to eleven.

Sampl e

s izes

ranged

child

was req ueste d to match six compass posit i ons for each of t hree

Each

disk

designs.

ability

The exercise

comparisons

were also
nostic

for ages four,

administered

Test.

on these

study,

involved

of these

edge of rotational
Hypothesis

groups

using

offered

figures,
to offer

additive,
age trends.

register-

perceptual

rotation.

formulated,

provided

two-tailed

a basis

stimuli

of rotation

tests

Aseques-

of possible

directives

and perti-

for expansion

of kno wl-

was not sustained

and were easily
a clear

indicated
providing

impression
that

will

be affected

by the na-

used with the PRA.

employed were representative

correlations

old children

of the PRA as a research

The research

below,

or perception

This hypothesis

familiar

year

the initial

No. l

of the visual

designs

16 months after

phenomena.

The judgment
ture

about

directionally

hypotheses.

as listed

Percepto-Diag-

and Findings

data

to be weighed statistically,

findings,

The seven year olds

compared with performance

toward evaluation

hypotheses,

reli-

and Kindergarten.

as well as to provide

nullification
nent

was directed

of research

tions

wa-e also

made approximately

World Nursery

Methodology

to provide

Test.

Hypotheses

ries

and eight.

a new r am·,lc cf fonr ·md five

ed at Children's

instrument

six,

tests

Achievement

A replicative

one week later

the Quick Test and the Minnesota

Results

on the Metropolitan

study,

was repeated

by the measurements.
of familiar

conceptualized
of orientation.

the performance

a more reliable

series

on all

objects,

lines,

by subjects
Positive
three

of measurements

The three
and un-

of all

age

interitem

designs

was

for deducing
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A second
components

study,

could

substantial

positional

as measured

registered

produced

designs.

quadrants.

by the PRA has developmental

by the PRA were classified

or non-transpositional

ved the mirroring

errors.

or the reversal

character-

the same quadrant

transpositional

error

error
errors

those

errors

largely

Transpositional

involved

and included

as thresh.old

ages

four and five

disappeared

cant

at

the .01 level.
in variance

for these

invol-

or opposite

of orientation

sufficiently

small

Inasmuch as
only non-trans-

age trends.
error

to six,

Reduction

errors

by age six,

the mean rotation

and from five

adjacent

shifts

trans-

error

of discrimination.

were used in describing

It was found that

as either

of an image into

Non-transpositional

as to be regarded

the

between

basis,

to age.

The errors

declines

on a perceptual

in performance

error

related

positional

intuited

in which the directional

No. 2

Rotational

within

complex designs

not be readily

differences

Hypothesis

istics

utilizing

declined

rapidly

between

with age differentials

in error

same years,

was accompanied
with ratios

signifi-

by coincident

significant

at

.05 level.
Between ages six and nine,

though variance
error

at

stantial

the

continued

.05 level

occurred

subject

the reflectivity-impulsivity

tuitive,

between nine

or the observed
unverified

significant

behavior

judgments

about

leveled

significant

and ten,
increase

off,
drop in mean

accompanied

by sub -

in deviation.

showed a marked change with age in

dimension,
anxiety

error

A further

to decline.

though not statistically

Unquantified

vation

mean rotational

as well as in the degree

accuracy.

towa rd a concern

of moti-

The progression

from in-

over correctue.ss

appear ed

87
to be correlated
sive

with a declining

in performance

for succes-

ages.
No. 3

Hypothesis

The PRA measurements
The assumption
tained

degrees

of error

of error
raised

Hypothesis

of error
error

transpositions
reliability

was

Combin-

as limited

to 50

at age four

from .52

by age six and a combined

reliabilities

at ages six

and ei ght.

No. 4

The PRA judgments
intelligence

of the rotation

as measured

Experimental

data

disclosed

than 5 percent,

was less

Similarly,

of visual

by a standardized

PRA and Quick Test of -.21.

sustained.

over time was not sus-

of transpositions.

disappeared

would not have affected

are reliable.

as non-transpositional

by scoring

largely

stimuli

However, major sources

the test-retest

Transpositions

scoring

and eight.

.57 with the occurrence

categories

to .96.

six,

of visual

of performance

were found to be additive

found to correlate
ing both

of the rotation

of reliability

for ages four,

at age four

ures

deviation

device,

a product-moment

Since

the shared

the null

correlation

stimuli

the Quick
correlation

variance

hypothesis

are related

to

Test.
between

of the two meas -

of no relationsh

between PRA and Metropolitan

i p was
Achieve-

ment Test was negligible.
Hypothesis

No. 5

The measurement
factor

assessed

by the PRA is related

by a standardized

Percepto-Diagnostic
This hypothesis
relation

provided

Test

diagnostic

to the rotational

instrument,

the Minnesota

(MPD).

was nullified

of .15 between PRA total

by the discovery

of a negligible

and MPD at age seven.

Most of this

cor -

88
minimal

correlation

gence.

The reliability

by the fact

that

ard deviation

was attributable

to the common variable

of the finding

the current

of no relationship

could

study

measure

traits

ficant
four

was conducted
reliably

reliabilities
and five

were administered

Study

to verify

extend

through

from Children's

a series

whether

the PRA technique

at age four and to ascertain

might also

year olds

in IQ and stand-

group.

Replicative
A second

was supported

age sample was comparable

with the MPD standardization

of int ell i-

of four

age five.

World Nursery

designs

whether

signi-

The sample of

and Kindergarten

at each of six compass posi-

tions.
By scoring

50 degrees,

a.11 sources

test-retest

of error,

reliability

an upper limit

with months of age for the initial

the correlation

administration

at

of two weeks was .82

When the two age periods

was .89, although

the reliability

setting

over a period

for age four and .93 for age five.
bined

though

were com-

of test

was only

scores

-.46.

Conclusions
Rotational
curs

error

of visual

level

of operations.

The perceptual-intuitive

rotation

of visual

occurring

task

tended

to occur

more extensively

mined by intrinsic
The presently

four

the orientation

on a perceptual-intuitive

matching

pable

in matching

of reliably
and five.

factors

irrespective

or frequently

measuring

of the nature

traits

of the designs,
as deter-

system.

for assessing

personal

oc-

in the present

in some individuals

in the perceptual

used technique

stimuli

designs

rotational

or characteristics

error

is caat ages

89
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